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time and O(m1 � m2) work to ompute witnesses for all non-period vetors of the patternon a CRCW-PRAM. When ombined with [CGHMR92℄ and [CGGPR93℄, our result providesa work optimal algorithm for 2D pattern mathing; it takes O(log logm) preproessing timeand O(1) text proessing time. The lower bound of [BG91℄ for string mathing implies thatany algorithm for 2D pattern mathing requires 
(log logm) time using a linear number ofproessors in the omparison model of omputing. In fat, this lower bound also holds forsquare 2D pattern mathing as we show in this paper.The algorithm has two steps. In the �rst step, witnesses are omputed for all non-periodvetors of row length less than bm116  and olumn length less than bm216 . In the seond step,witnesses are omputed for all non-period vetors. The seond step is an extension of thealgorithm for the �rst step.A natural approah to performing these steps is to follow the approah for omputingstring witnesses [BG90, ABG92℄. There, witnesses for a string s of length m are found inO(log logm) stages. Stage i �nds witnesses for a pre�x of s of length li; these witnesses areused in Stage i + 1 to �nd witnesses for the pre�x of s of length li+1 in onstant time. Thelower bound of [BG91℄ shows that 
(log logm) stages are required when only O(m) work isallowed.A natural analog of a pre�x of a string is a orner sub-blok of the 2d pattern p. The stringwitness omputation algorithm desribed above is generalized to 2d patterns by designing analgorithm whih performs Stage i, i.e., �nds witnesses for all non-period vetors of a ornersub-blok Li+1 of p, given witnesses for all non-period vetors of a smaller orner sub-blok Liof p, for appropriate Li; Li+1. This presents two problems.Problem 1. Using a onstrution similar to the string mathing lower bound of [BG91℄, itis possible to show that, if no additional information is at hand, Stage i takes 
(log log jLij)time even for the simple ase in whih all period vetors of Li are parallel. This remainstrue if Li is a entral rather than a orner sub-blok of Li+1, as in the sequential algorithmof [GP92, GP93℄. Sine there are �(log logm) stages, this approah leads to an algorithmwhih takes 
((log logm)2) time even for this simple ase. But our goal is an O(log logm)time algorithm.Problem 2. For the general ase, i.e., when the period vetors of Li are non-parallel, it isnot lear how to perform Stage i in O(log logm) time while preserving work optimality of theoverall algorithm. The sequential algorithm of [GP92, GP93℄ performs Stage i by onstrutinga series of strings in sequene and then applies a sequential algorithm for �nding leftmostwitnesses in eah string. It is not lear how to parallelize the onstrution of these strings inO(log logm) time, even though leftmost witnesses an be found for eah string optimally inO(log logm) time and linear work [GaP℄.Our O(log logm) algorithm has the following two key features.First, Problem 2 is solved in O(log logm) time and O(jLi+1j) work for the general ase.The solution is based on a new periodiity property of 2d patterns whih we prove and use.Note that this immediately gives an O((log logm)2) time algorithm.Seond, to ahieve O(log logm) time, we ompute with fringes instead of orner or entralbloks whih irumvents Problem 1. In the main step, witnesses are found for all non-periodvetors of p0, the entral half of p, in O(log logm) stages. These stages omputes witnessesfor all non-period vetors of fringes of p0 of suessively inreasing sizes. Using fringes allowseah stage to be performed in O(1) time while keeping the overall work linear. A notable2
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m01p0 pFigure 1: p and p0.feature of the algorithm is that the witnesses it omputes need not be within p0. Finally, usingthe solution to Problem 2, witnesses in p, if any, are found for the period vetors of p0 inO(log logm) time.Setion 2 gives some preliminary de�nitions. Setion 3 outlines the main steps of thealgorithm for omputing witnesses for all non-period vetors of row length less than bm116  andolumn length less than bm216 . These steps are elaborated upon in Setions 4 and 5. Setion6 gives some useful lemmas required in proving the lemmas in Setions 3, 4 and 5. The proofsof the lemmas in Setions 3, 4 and 5 appear in Setions 7 and 8. Setion 9 desribes thealgorithm for omputing witnesses for all non-period vetors of p. Appendix I desribes someof the proedures used in the above setions. Appendix II desribes the new property of 2dpatterns whih plays a key role in the algorithm. Though this property appears impliitly inSetions 3, 5 and 9, we believe that it may be of independent interest and therefore deservesan expliit desription. Appendix III desribes a simple 
(log logm) time lower bound with alinear number of proessors for square 2D pattern mathing.2 PreliminariesLet p be a size m1 �m2 pattern. Let m = maxfm1;m2g. Without loss of generality assumethat m2 � m1, i.e., m = m2.Let m01 and m02 be the largest even numbers smaller than or equal to m12 and m22 , respe-tively. Let m0 = maxfm01;m02g = m02. Let p0 be the size m01 �m02 sub-blok of p onentriwith p (see Fig.1), with ties for the enter of p being broken arbitrarily.Consider two opies of p. Plae the seond opy so that its left side is aligned with or tothe right of the left side of the �rst opy. In addition, either the top left orner or the bottomleft orner of the seond opy must be within the �rst opy. The vetor v joining the top left3



A Quad I Vetor A Quad II VetorFigure 2: Quad I and II vetors.orner of the �rst opy to the top left orner of the seond opy is alled a Quad I vetor inthe former ase and a Quad II vetor in the latter ase (Fig.2).Note that a horizontal vetor pointing rightwards is both a Quad I and a Quad II vetor;in addition, if v is a vertial Quad I vetor then �v is a vertial Quad II vetor.The arrow end of a vetor is alled its head and the other end is alled its tail.The term \a harater a" refers both to a harater and its loation in the pattern; thus,given a vetor v, a + v refers to the loation and the harater at the loation at whih thehead of v falls when its tail is at the loation of harater a. We use `=' for equality betweenloations and `�' for equality between haraters.The bottommost loation among a ertain set of loations is the bottommost loation inthis set with ties broken arbitrarily. The leftmost bottommost loation among a ertain setof loations is the bottommost loation in this set with ties broken by hoosing the leftmosteligible loation. Topmost, leftmost, rightmost, leftmost topmost, rightmost bottommost et.are de�ned analogously. In order to determine suh loations, we will repeatedly use thealgorithm of [FRW88℄ for �nding the leftmost `1' in a binary string s without mention. Thisalgorithm requires onstant time and O(jsj) work.A witness for a vetor v is a pair of distint haraters a and a+ v (see Fig.3). a is alledthe tail of this witness and a+ v is alled the head. A sub-blok of p is said to have a witnessfor vetor v if v has a witness with both head and tail in that sub-blok.Suppose v1; v2 are two vetors suh that the vetor v2 � v1 has a witness with tail a andhead b. If there exists a position  satisfying +v1 = a and +v2 = b then a witness for eitherv1 or v2 an be found by omparing  with a (see Fig.3). If  � a then  6� b and a witnessfor v2 is found; otherwise, if  6� a then a witness for v1 is found. Similarly, if there exists aposition  satisfying � v1 = b and � v2 = a, then a witness for either v1 or v2 an be foundby omparing  with a. This at of �nding a witness for one of two vetors using a witness fortheir di�erene vetor is alled a duel [Vi85℄ between the two vetors.Two overlapping opies of p are said to be onsistent if the vetor joining their top leftorners laks a witness in p; these two opies are then said to be period overlaps of eah other.The vetor joining the top left orners of these two onsistent pattern opies is alled a periodvetor of p.The row length, rl(v), of a vetor v is de�ned to be the di�erene of the row oordinatesof its end points. Column length, l(v), of v is de�ned analogously. The length of a vetor is4
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Figure 3: Witnesses and Duelling.the larger of its row and olumn lengths. A Quad I or Quad II vetor is alled valid if its rowlength is less than m018 and its olumn length is less than m028 . Note that m018 � 2bm14 8 � bm116 and that m028 � 2bm24 8 � bm216 .Let v1 and v2 both be either Quad I or Quad II vetors. v1 is said to be lokwise withrespet to v2 if the head of v1 appears in the lokwise diretion from the head of v2 whentheir tails are oinident.A vetor is said to be eliminated when a witness for it is found or it is determined thatthere is no witness for it. A vetor is said to survive if a witness for it has not yet been foundand neither has it been determined whether or not an witness for it exists.We assume the Common CRCW-PRAM model, i.e., simultaneous writes to the same lo-ation by several proessors are guaranteed to be of the same value [Ja91℄.Primitive Line(V;R;R0). We need a primitive alled Line(V;R;R0). Here, R;R0 are sub-bloks of p, R is a sub-blok of R0, and V is some subset of the set of Quad I vetors (QuadII vetors, respetively) with the following property. There exists a line l in R suh that theheads of the vetors in V fall on l when their tails are at the top left ornet of R0; in addition,l has the slope of a Quad I vetor (Quad II vetor, respetively) (see Fig.15). Line(V;R;R0)�nds witnesses with heads in R and tails in R0, if any, for vetors in V in O(log logm) timeand O(jRj) work. The proedure itself is desribed in Appendix I.We assume that m1 � 16. If m1 < 16 then witnesses for all Quad I vetors are found byinvoking Line(Vr; p; p) for eah row index r, 1 � r � m1, where Vr omprises the set of Quad Ivetors with row length r� 1. This takes O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work. Witnesses5



for all Quad II vetors are found analogously in this ase.We assume that andidate period vetors are stored in a boolean array CP of size bm018  �bm028 ; vetor v is stored at array loation < rl(v); l(v) >. When a proess disovers a witnessfor a vetor, it marks the orresponding loation in CP aordingly. To proess subsets ofsurviving vetors, all vetors of the appropriate size are onsidered. Only those whih surviveare atually proessed, but the analysis and the proessor alloation proeed as if all survived.3 The Main AlgorithmWe outline the algorithm for omputing witnesses for all valid non-period vetors. One thisis done, we will show how to ompute witnesses for all non-period vetors in Setion 9. Thelatter uses the same basi ideas as for omputing witnesses for valid vetors; however, thereare many tehnialities due to whih it needs to be desribed separately.The algorithm for omputing witnesses for valid non-period vetors has 4 main steps, StepsA, B, C and D. We �rst outline these steps. Subsequently, we will desribe eah step in detail.Step A. All valid horizontal and vertial vetors are onsidered and witnesses for them inp0, if any, are found.Step B. All surviving valid Quad I and Quad II vetors are onsidered in this step. If v andw are two suh vetors and w � v is a valid horizontal or vertial vetor having a witnessin p0, then a witness for either v or w is found in this step.Step C. All surviving valid Quad I and II vetors are onsidered. For eah suh vetor v,if it has a witness entirely within p0 then a witness for v is found. This witness is assured tolie within p but not neessarily within p0. Further, even if v does not have a witness withinp0, a witness for v may still be found.Step D. For all surviving valid Quad I and II vetors, witnesses in p, if any, are found.In the algorithm above, Steps A and B serve to thin the set of survivors; two vetorssurviving these steps will have the property that their di�erene vetor, if horizontal or vertial,will have no witnesses in p0. Step C and D omplete the job and are the key steps.We give an outline of eah of the four steps next, highlighting the obstales in generalizingparallel string omputation algorithms and sequential 2D witness omputation algorithms toparallel 2D pattern mathing. Steps A will be desribed ompletely. Steps B, C and D willrequire further elaboration, whih will follow in later setions.3.1 Step AThis step simply involves �nding witnesses along eah row and olumn of p0; this is done inO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work using the string witness omputation algorithm of[BG90, ABG92℄.3.2 Step BThis step uses a diret extension of parallel string mathing tehniques. All surviving validQuad I and Quad II vetors are onsidered. Consider the Quad I vetors; Quad II vetors6



will be proessed similarly. Two substeps are performed, eah taking O(log logm) time andO(m1 �m2) work. Before desribing them, we need the following de�nitions.De�nitions. p0 is said to be r-oriented if it has a valid horizontal period vetor. A vetor issaid to fall at a loation  if its head is at  when its tail is oinident with the top left ornerof p0. In addition, it is said to fall in a sub-blok T of p0 if  2 T .Substep B.1. All sets of vetors whih fall in the same row of p0 are proessed in paral-lel. Using an algorithm similar to [ABF93℄, witnesses are found for some of these vetors inO(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work. Two vetors falling in the same row will survive thisstep only if their di�erene vetor (whih is horizontal) has no witnesses in p0.The atual proedure is desribed in Appendix I. The basi operation in the algorithm of[ABF93℄ is a duel between a pair of vetors or a pair of sets of onsistent vetors, where vetorsv; w are onsistent if and only if w� v does not have a witness in p0. Vetors v; w survive thissubstep only if the horizontal vetor w � v does not have a witness in p0.The witnesses found in this step need not lie ompletely within p0. We will show that if p0is r-oriented then these witnesses will indeed be within p0; otherwise, for Quad I vetors (QuadII vetors, respetively) these witnesses will be in an (m01 + bm018 ) � (m02 + bm028 ) blok withthe same top left orner (bottom left orner, respetively) as p0.We show how eah duel is performed so that the witnesses found belong to the regionslaimed above. Consider a duel between vetors v; w and suppose that a witness in p0 for thevetor w � v was omputed in Step A. If p0 is not r-oriented, sine the witness for w � v usedin this duel lies in p0 and sine valid vetors have row length less than m018 and olumn lengthless than m028 , the witnesses obtained by these duels indeed belong to the region laimed above.Suppose p0 is r-oriented. By Lemma 3.1, a new witness (a; b) 2 p0 for w � v is obtained inonstant time and work, where b is in the middle m024 olumns of p0. The lengths of v and wimply that either b + v or b � w is in p0. v and w are duelled by omparing b with one ofb+ v; b� w, whihever is in p0. The witness thus obtained is learly in p0.Lemma 3.1 If p0 is r-oriented, then given a witness for valid vetor v, a witness for v in themiddle dm024 e olumns of p0 (with ties for the enter broken arbitrarily) an be found in onstanttime and work.Proof. Let v1 be a valid horizontal period vetor of p0. Reall that rl(v); rl(v1) < m018 andl(v); l(v1) < m028 . Let a; a+v 2 p0 be the head and tail of some witness for v. There exists aninteger i, easily omputable in onstant time and work, suh that a+iv1 � a 6� a+v � a+v+iv1and a+ iv1; a+ v + iv1 are both in the middle dm024 e olumns of p0. 2Substep B.2. All sets of vetors whih fall in the same olumn are proessed in parallel in amanner similar to Substep B.1. Two vetors v and w whih fall in the same olumn survivethis substep only if the vertial vetor w � v does not have a witness in p0.3.3 Step CIf a surviving valid vetor has a witness in p0 then a witness for this vetor is found in thisstep. The witness found may not be in p0 but will be in p.7
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Figure 4: L does not overlap the smaller subblok but will overlap the smaller fringe.The First Obstale. Here, we fae the �rst hurdle in generalizing parallel string mathingalgorithms [BG90℄ to the 2D ase and also in generalizing sequential 2D witness omputationalgorithms [GP93℄ to the parallel ase.The obvious generalizations in either ase would involve �nding witnesses for all non-periodvetors of subbloks of p0 of suessively inreasing sizes. The key step would be using witnessesfound for a partiular subblok to �nd witnesses for the next largest subblok fast. This stepis easily performed in onstant time for strings and in time proportional to the size of thelarger subblok sequentially.However, as desribed in the introdution, it is not obvious how to perform this step inO(1) time and work proportional to the size of the larger subblok. Even in the ase when theperiod vetors of the smaller subblok are all parallel to some line L, it is not lear how thisstep an be performed in o(log logm) time with work linear in the size of the larger subblok.To see why, note that there will be lines parallel to L in the larger subblok whih have littleor no overlap with the smaller subblok. For suh a line L, we will essentially have to solvethe string witnesses problem, whih takes �(log log jLj) time with O(jLj) work.The Solution: Fringes instead of Subbloks. We take the approah of omputing wit-nesses for non-period vetors of fringes of p0 of suessively inreasing sizes. A fringe is illus-trated in Fig.4 and Fig.5. Working with fringes ensures that any line in a larger fringe hassubstantial overlap with the previous (smaller) fringe; this property is ritial in obtaining anO(1) time algorithm to �nd witnesses for all valid non-period vetors of a partiular fringe,given the witness for all valid non-period vetors of the previous (smaller) fringe, while main-taining linearity of work. We will outline properties of these fringes and broadly desribe theabove omputation next.De�ning Fringes. We will onsider k = O(log logm) fringes of p0 of suessively inreasingsizes, the largest (i.e., kth) fringe being p0 itself. The i-fringe of p0, i = 1; : : : ; k, is de�nedto be the set of haraters in p0 whih are less than distane fi;1 from the top and bottomboundaries of p0 or less than distane fi;2 from the left and right boundaries of p0 (see Fig.5),for some funtions fi;1 and fi;2 de�ned as follows.
8
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fi;2 fi;2

m02Figure 5: The i-fringe.Let i0 = dlog 32 logm1e. f0;1 is de�ned to be 1, for onveniene.fi;1 = d m1�( 23 )i1log2 log2m1 e, for 1 � i � i0.fi;1 = 2fi�1;1, for i = i0 + 1 : : : k.k is de�ned to be the smallest value of i for whih fi;1 � m012 ; fk;1 is now rede�ned to bem012 . It an easily be seen that k = O(log logm). fi;2 is de�ned to be dm02�fi;1m01 e. Note thatsine m2 � m1 � 16, all terms whose eilings appear above are greater than 1.The following properties are satis�ed and stated expliitly to make future referene easier.1. k � 2, fi;1; fi;2 � 2, and O(maxfm1�fi;2;m2�fi;1g) = O(m2�fi;1), for all i, 1 � i � k.2. fi+1;1fi;1 � 2, 1 � i < k � 1.3. f3i;1f2i�1;1 = O( m1log logm1 ) for 1 � i � i0 and f3i;1f2i�2;1f5i�1;1 = 2, for i0 + 1 < i � k � 1.Computing with Fringes. There are k iterations. These iterations proess the fringes ininreasing order of size. The following invariants are maintained after iteration i.
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Figure 6: Duel between v and w.1. Witnesses have been found for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of p0 whihhave row length less than fi;14 and olumn length less than fi;24 and whih have a witness inthe i-fringe. Clearly, at the end of Step C, witnesses would be found for all valid non-periodvetors of p0.2. If p0 is not r-oriented then all witnesses found are ontained within either Qi, where Qiis a blok of size (m01 + 2(fk;1=4 +Pij=1(fj;1=4 � 1))) � (m02 + fk;2=4 +Pij=1(fj;2=4 � 1))whose left boundary oinides with that of p0 and whih extends fk;1=4 +Pij=1(fj;1=4� 1)rows above and below p0 and m02+ fk;2=4+Pij=1(fj;2=4� 1) olumns to the right of p0 (seeFig.6).3. If p0 is r-oriented then all witnesses found are inside p0.Note that the witnesses omputed in Steps A and B satisfy the onditions in invariants 2and 3 with i set to 0.Witnesses found in Step C indeed lie in p. It is not obvious that Qk is ontained inp. We show that this is indeed the ase. Reall that by Property 2, fi+1;1fi;1 � 2, 1 � i <k � 1. Therefore, �k�1j=1fj;1 � 2fk�1;1 and �kj=1fj;1 � 2fk�1;1 + fk;1 � 3fk;1. Sine fk;1 = m012 ,fk;1=4 +Pkj=1(fj;1=4 � 1) � fk;1 � k = m012 � k. Sine k � 2 by Property 1 and m01 � m12 ,m012 � k � m14 � 2 < bm14 , whih is the lower bound on the distane between both the upperand the lower boundaries of p and p0. Similarly, fk;2=4 +Pkj=1(fj;2=4 � 1) � 14(m02m01 fk;1 + 1) +10



Pkj=1[14 (m02m01 fj;1+1)�1℄ � m02m01 (fk;1=4+Pkj=1 fj;1=4)�k+ (k+1)4 � m022 � 3k�14 � m022 �1 � bm24 ,whih is the lower bound on the distane between the right boundaries of p and p0.The algorithm for performing the various iterations is desribed in Setion 4. Eah iterationtakes O(1) time.Work Done in the various Iterations. The work done in iteration 1 will be O(maxfm1�f1;2;m2 � f1;1g � f1;1) whih equals O( m1�m2log logm1 ) by Property 1 and the de�nition of f1;1.The work done in iteration i, 1 < i � k will be O(maxfm1� fi;2;m2� fi;1g� fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ),whih is O(m2 � f3i;1f2i�1;1 ) by Property 1. For 1 < i � i0, this is O( m2�m1log logm1 ) by Property 3above. The work done in iteration k will be O(m2 � f3k;1f2k�1;1 ) = O(m1 �m2). The work donein iteration k� 1 will be O(m2 � f3k�1;1f2k�2;1 ) = O(m1 �m2). It remains to onsider the work donein iterations i0 + 1; : : : ; k � 2. The ratio of the work done in the ith and (i � 1)th iterations,i0 + 1 < i � k � 1, is f3i;1f2i�2;1f5i�1;1 , whih equals 2 by Property 3. Therefore, the total work donein iterations i0 + 1; : : : ; k � 1 is proportional to the work done in iteration k � 1, whih isO(m1 �m2).3.4 Step DReall that vetors surviving Step C are period vetors of p0. This step �nds witnesses forthose surviving valid vetors whih are not period vetors of p. It ruially relies on a newperiodiity property whih we use to get a O(log logm) time and linear work performane forthis step. This property is used impliitly in Step D; it is expliitly desribed in Appendix II.We outline how Step D is performed for Quad I vetors. An analogous proedure is usedto proess Quad II vetors. The proofs of the lemmas stated in this setion appear in Setion8. Let S be the set of valid Quad I vetors whih still survive. There are three ases.Case 1. The Singleton Case. Suppose S has at most one vetor. This proedure is trivial.Case 2. The Linear Case. Suppose all vetors in S are parallel. This step is aomplishedin O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work using Line(S; p; p).Case 3. The Lattie Case. Suppose S has at least two non-parallel Quad I vetors, v1and v2. Reall that both v1 and v2 are period vetors of p0. This ase is the hard ase andinvolves exploiting strutural properties of the lattie formed by the 2 vetors. We will needthe following de�nitions.De�nitions. The (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to a point a 2 p are the set of points suh that  � a is a linear ombination of v1 and v21. A (v1; v2)-lattie path between twolattie points is a path whih onsists of onseutive segments, eah being one of the vetorsv1;�v1; v2;�v2.Let p00 be the blok of size m012 � m022 onentri with p0 (if the enter of p00 is not uniquethen an arbitrary hoie is assumed). Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to point e, thetop left point of p00. Let C be the lattie ell bounded by the points e; e+v1; e+v2; e+v1+v2.1All referenes to linear ombinations in this paper involve integral oeÆients.11



The image of a point a in p (whih may or may not be in C) in ell C is de�ned to be theharater b in C suh that a� b is a linear ombination of v1 and v2 (see Fig.11). a is said tobe a defet with respet to ell C if a does not math its image in C.Two Basi Lemmas. The operations in Step D are based on the following two lemmas,whose proofs appear in Setion 8. For eah Quad I vetor v in S, these operations seek to �ndpoints x; y suh that y = x + v and exatly one of x; y is a defet. If there exists a defet dsuh that d+ v or d� v is in p00, then a witness for p is immediately found.Lemma 3.2 p00 ontains no defets with respet to C.Lemma 3.3 Let v be a Quad I period vetor of p0 and let x; y be points in p suh thaty = x + v. If exatly one of x; y is a defet with respet to C then x 6� y, i.e., (x; y) is awitness for v. If neither x nor y is a defet with respet to C then x � y, i.e., (x; y) is nota witness for v.De�nitions. Let q be the sub-blok of p whose bottom left orner is the bottom left orner ofp00 and whose top right orner is the top right orner of p (see Fig.7). Let q0 be the sub-blokof p whose top right orner is the top right orner of p00 and whose bottom left orner is thebottom left orner of p. Let TRq be the sub-blok of q of size bm18  � bm28  with the same topright orner as q. Let BLq0 be the sub-blok of q0 of size bm18  � bm28  with the same bottomleft orner as q0.Substeps in Step D. Step D has two main substeps, one whih �nds witnesses within q andq0, and another, whih �nds witnesses elsewhere in p. This separation is on aount of thefollowing ompliation: for eah defet d whih is not in q; q0 and eah vetor v 2 S, eitherd� v or d+ v is in p; this property is not true for defets in q; q0.Step D.1. For all vetors v 2 S, a witness in q, if any, is found. Then, for all survivingvetors v 2 S, a witness in q0, if any, is found. Eah stage takes O(log logm) time andO(m1 �m2) work.Step D.2. Witnesses in p, if any, are found for all surviving vetors in S. This takesO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work.First, we desribe the simpler of the above two steps, Step D.2. If only one vetor survivesStep D.1 then it is proessed as in the Singleton ase. If all vetors whih survive Step D.1 areparallel then they are proessed as in the Linear Case. Otherwise, if at least two non-parallelvetors survive Step D.1, then Claim 1 holds following Step D.1.Claim 1. If two non-parallel vetors in S survive Step D.1 then all defets in q are in TRqand all defets in q0 are in BLq0 .Step D.2. when two non-parallel vetors survive. Suppose that two non-parallel vetorsw;w0 survive Step D.1. By Claim 1, all defets in q are in TRq and all defets in q0 are inBLq0 . 12
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The bottommost rightmost defet d1, if any, above q0 and to the left of q and the topmostleftmost defet d2, if any, below q and to the right of q0 are found in O(1) time and O(m1�m2)work. Note that sine rl(v) < m018 and l(v) < m028 for v 2 S, when the tail of v is on d1, thehead of v an be neither in TRq nor in BLq0 ; the head of v is therefore on a non-defet. ByLemma 3.3, if d1 exists then (d1; d1+v) is a witness for v. Similarly, if d2 exists then (d2; d2�v)is a witness for v. If neither d1 nor d2 exists then by Lemma 3.3, no vetor in S whih survivesStep D.1 has a witness in p.Step D.1 Outline. Consider only the proessing of q. q0 is proessed similarly. For all butO(m1) of the vetors in S, it is easy to determine whether or not witnesses exist in q, and to�nd one, if one exists. This proedure will be desribed in Setion 5.The DiÆult Vetors. Eah of the remaining O(m1) vetors v will have the followingproperty: when the tail of v is plaed at the leftmost defet � in the bottommost row of qontaining a defet, the head of v is in q and lies on the leftmost defet in its row in q. Findingwitnesses, if any, for these vetors in O(log logm) time while maintaining O(m1 �m2) workis the seond major obstale in generalizing the sequential 2D witness omputation algorithm[GP93℄.The above sequential algorithm proessed diÆult vetors as follows. It onstruts a se-quene of strings and then �nds the leftmost witnesses in eah string. The strings themselvesare obtained by \peeling o�" layers of defets. The �rst string is derived from the the leftmostdefets in eah row, the seond string from the seond leftmost defets and so on. It is notlear how these strings an be obtained in parallel in O(log logm) time and O(m1�m2) work.Handling DiÆult Vetors. We irumvent the problem of peeling layers of defets andomputing leftmost witnesses by using a property about the distribution of diÆult vetors.We believe that this property is of independent interest. It is desribed in the followingde�nitions and lemma. Using this property and the proedure Line() desribed in Setion 2,witnesses in q, if any, for diÆult vetors will be found in O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2)work. This will be desribed in Setion 5.De�nitions. We de�ne the row partition of a retangular sub-blok W of p as follows. Letx be the number of rows in W . The rows of W are partitioned into O(log x) segments androw sets as follows. The �rst segment omprises the upper bx2  rows of W ; the �rst row setomprises the remaining rows of W . The jth segment and row set onsist of upper b i2 andlower d i2e rows, respetively, of the (j � 1)th row set, where i is the number of rows in the(j � 1)th row set.Lemma 3.4 Consider the row partition of Z, the subblok of q omprising the rows aboveand inluding the row ontaining �. If u; v; w are diÆult vetors suh that rows rl(u) +1; rl(v) + 1; rl(w) + 1 of Z are all in the jth segment and rl(u) � rl(v) � rl(w), then v � uand w � v are parallel Quad I vetors.Further detailed desription of Step D.1 is given in Setion 5.4 Step C DesriptionWe need the following primitive before desribing the proedure for performing eah iteration.14



A Useful Primitive. A primitive V erify(X;Y; V ) is required in order to desribe Step C.HereX and Y are both identially sized retangular sub-bloks of p or fringes of p0 withX = Y ,and V is a subset of the loations in X with the following property: for all a; b 2 V , opies ofY plaed with the top left orner at a and b math eah other wherever they both overlap X.In addition, when X and Y are fringes of p0, the region p0�X is stritly below and to the rightof all the loations in V (see Fig.16). For eah a 2 V , V erify(X;Y; V ) determines a loationbada 2 X, if any, suh that a opy of Y plaed with the top left orner at a mismathes X atloation bada in X. The proedure for this primitive takes O(1) time and does O(jXj) work.It is desribed in Appendix I.The First Iteration. The �rst iteration is performed as follows. Consider the set S ofsurviving Quad I vetors with row length less than f1;14 and olumn length less than f1;24 .Quad II vetors are proessed analogously. Reall from Step B that for any two vetorsu; v 2 S, if v � u is a horizontal vetor then no witness exists in p0 for v � u.All rows of the 1-fringe X in whih vetors in S fall are proessed in parallel; learly thereare at most f1;14 suh rows. Consider one suh row r and let V be the set of loations in r atwhih vetors in S fall. Note that by Step B, b � a is a period vetor of X for all a; b 2 V .Therefore opies of X plaed with top left orner at a and b math eah other. The lengths ofthe vetors in S imply that all loations in V are stritly above and to the left of the regionp0 �X. V erify(X;X; V ) is performed in O(1) time and O(maxfm01 � f1;2;m02 � f1;1g) work.Suppose v 2 S falls on a 2 V . If bada exists then (bada � v; bada) is a witness for vetor v inX and if bada does not exist then there is no witness for vetor v in X. The work done overall rows in this iteration is O(maxfm01� f1;2;m02� f1;1g� f1;1) as laimed. Clearly, Invariants1{3 (desribed in Setion 3.3) hold after the �rst iteration.The ith Iteration. We desribe the ith iteration assuming that the Invariants 1{3 hold afterthe (i� 1)th iteration. We desribe only the proessing of Quad I vetors; Quad II vetors areproessed analogously. The following steps are performed.Step C.1. Let S be the set of Quad I vetors with row length less than fi�1;14 and olumnlength less than fi�1;14 whih still survive. Witnesses in the i-fringe, if any, are found for thesevetors. This is aomplished in onstant time and O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) work. Theatual proedure used to perform this step will be desribed shortly. Following this step,Invariants 1{3 learly hold for vetors with row length less than fi�1;14 and olumn length lessthan fi�1;14 .Step C.2. Let S be the set of surviving Quad I vetors whih satisfy at least one of thefollowing two riteria.1. The row length is at least fi�1;14 but less than fi;14 and olumn length is less than fi;24 .2. The olumn length is at least fi�1;24 but less than fi;24 and the row length is less than fi;14 .The bfi;14  � bfi;24  portion of the i-fringe whih has the same top left orner as p0 is tiledwith disjoint smaller bloks of size bfi�1;14  � bfi�1;24  (exept at the borders where trunatedbloks may be needed).All smaller bloks are proessed in parallel in O(1) time and O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g)work per blok; thus the total work done is O(maxfm01�fi;2;m02�fi;1g fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ). Considerone suh blok T . Following this step, for every surviving vetor v whih falls in T , if a witness15



exists in the i-fringe, then some witness for v satisfying Invariants 2 and 3 will have been found.This is done in two substeps.Step C.2.1. In this step, witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors whih fall in T .Following this step, all surviving vetors whih fall in T are onsistent, i.e., a witness for theirdi�erene vetor does not exist in the i-fringe. This is done in onstant time and O((fi�1;1)2)work as follows. Note that O((fi�1;1)2) = O(m02 � fi;1) = O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) byProperty 1 and the fat that m02 � m01. There are two ases to onsider.First suppose p0 is not r-oriented. Then, by Step B, at most one vetor falls in eah rowof T . Thus there are at most O(fi�1;1) vetors whih fall in T . All pairs of these vetors areduelled in parallel. Eah duel takes onstant time and work; the total work done is O((fi�1;1)2)as laimed. Consider a duel between vetors v and w. By Invariant 1 and Step C.1, if a witnessexists for w � v in the i-fringe, some witness for w � v would have been found already. ByInvariant 2 and Step C.1, suh a witness, if any, is in Qi�1. If no witness for w � v has beenfound, then both v; w survive this duel. Otherwise, a witness is found for at least one of v; w.Sine w; v have row lengths less than fi;14 and olumn lengths less than fi;24 and sine w � v isneither horizontal nor vertial by Step B, the witness obtained for v or w by this duel is in Qi(see Fig.6).Next, suppose p0 is r-oriented. Reall that following Step B, all those surviving vetorswhih fall in the same row of T are onsistent, i.e., their di�erene vetor does not have awitness in the whole of p0. By Invariant 3, all witnesses omputed so far are within p0. Thisproperty plays a key role in this ase. The leftmost vetor whih falls in a row is hosen tobe the representative vetor for that row and all pairs of representative vetors are duelledin parallel. Eah duel takes onstant time and work; the total work done is O((fi�1;1)2) aslaimed. Eah duel is performed in suh a way that if a witness is found for a representativevetor then a witness is also found for all the surviving vetors whih fall in the same row.Consider a duel between representative vetors v and w. If no witness has been found forw � v then by Invariant 1 and Step C.1, there is no witness for w � v in the i-fringe; also, inthis ase, it is readily seen that there is no witness in the i-fringe for the di�erene vetor ofany pair of vetors represented by v and w, respetively. Next, suppose a witness has beenfound for w � v. By Invariant 2, this witness is in p0. Given a witness for w � v in p0, byLemma 3.1, a witness (a; b) 2 p0 for w � v whih lies in the middle m024 olumns of p0 an befound in onstant time and work. The lengths of v; w imply that either b�w or b+ v is in p0.Comparing whihever one of these two haraters is in p0 with b eliminates all vetors whihfall in one of the two rows; the resulting witnesses are all within p0.Step C.2.2. In this step, all surviving vetors whih fall in T are either veri�ed to be periodvetors of the i-fringe or are eliminated (i.e., a witness is found in the i-fringe). All these vetorsare onsistent following Step C.2.1, i.e., opies of the i-fringe plaed at the haraters at whihthese vetors fall math eah other wherever they overlap. Let X denote the i-fringe and let Vdenote the set of loations in X at whih surviving vetors fall in T . The lengths of the vetorswhih fall in T imply that all loations in V are stritly above and to the left of the regionp0�X. This step is aomplished in onstant time and O(jXj) = O(maxfm01�fi;2;m02�fi;1g)work using V erify(X;X; V ). If bada exists for some a 2 V suh that vetor v falls at a then(bada � v; bada) is a witness for v in the i-fringe.Clearly, at the end of Step C, Invariants 1{3 hold. In the ith iteration, Step C takesO(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g fi;1�fi;2fi�1;1�fi�1;2 ) time, as laimed.16
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Figure 8: The bloks U , L, R and B.Step C.1 Desription. If S has at most one vetor then this proedure is trivial. So assumethat S has at least two vetors. Two ases are onsidered depending upon whether or not thevetors is S are parallel.Case 1. Suppose all vetors in S are parallel to some line l, say. The i-fringe is partitioned intolines parallel to l. All suh lines are onsidered in parallel. All lines whih are ontained entirelywithin the (i � 1)-fringe ontain no witnesses for vetors in S. Without loss of generality,onsider a line l0 whih rosses the top inner boundary of the (i� 1)-fringe. The lines rossingthe other inner boundaries of the (i� 1)-fringe are handled similarly. For eah vetor in S, ifthere exists a witness with tail on l0 and head in p0, a witness is determined as follows. Letv be the longest vetor in S. The uppermost point x in l0, if any, suh that x + v 2 p0 andx 6� x+ v is found in onstant time and O(jl0j) work. The total work done over all lines in thei-fringe is proportional to the size of the i-fringe, i.e., O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g).The following lemma holds now. Its proof appears in Setion 7.Lemma 4.1 If x exists then eah vetor w 2 S has a witness in the i-fringe with head onx+ v. If x does not exist then there are no witnesses in l0 for the vetors in S.Case 2. Suppose S has at least two non-parallel Quad I vetors, v1 and v2. Four bloksU;L;R;B in the (i� 1)-fringe are de�ned as in Fig.8. U and B have size fi�1;1� (m02� fi�1;2)17



and L and R have size (m01 � fi�1;1) � fi�1;2. M denotes the portion of the i-fringe whih isnot in the (i� 1)-fringe.Clearly, if v 2 S has a witness in the i-fringe then one or both endpoints of this witnessmust be in M ; in addition, sine rl(v) < fi�1;14 , l(v) < fi�1;24 , and v is a Quad I vetor, ifexatly one of the endpoints of this witness is in M , the other must be in U , L, B, or R.Consider the set of (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to e, the top left orner of p0. Let Cbe the lattie ell bounded by the verties e; e+ v1; e+ v2; e+ v1 + v2. The following lemmasare key. Their proofs follow the desription of the proedure whih handles this ase.Lemma 4.2 There are no defets with respet to C in U , L, R or B.Lemma 4.3 Let v be a vetor S and let x; y be points in the i-fringe suh that y = x+ v. Ifexatly one of x and y is a defet with respet to C then x 6� y. If x and y are non-defetswith respet to C then x � y.Step C.1 proeeds as follows in this ase. The leftmost topmost defet y in either theupper fi;1 � fi�1;1 rows or the left fi;2 � fi�1;2 olumns of M is found in O(1) time andO(jM j) = O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) work. Similarly, the rightmost bottommost2 defet zin either the lower fi;1 � fi�1;1 rows or the right fi;2 � fi�1;2 olumns of M is found in O(1)time and O(jM j) = O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g) work.Next, all vetors v 2 S are proessed in parallel using onstant time and work per vetor;the total work done over all vetors is O(fi�1;1 � fi�1;2) = O(maxfm01 � fi;2;m02 � fi;1g).Suppose y exists. Sine rl(v) < fi�1;14 and l(v) < fi�1;24 , y � v is either in M , U , or L.Then by Lemma 4.2 and the de�nition of y, y� v is not a defet. By Lemma 4.3, (y� v; y) isa witness for v. Similarly, if z exists then (z; z + v) is a witness for v. Next, suppose neithery nor z exists. Then there are no defets in M . By Lemma 4.2, if x 2M and either x� v orx + v is in the i-fringe, then x is a non-defet; by Lemma 4.3, there is no witness for v withone endpoint in M . Therefore, there is no witness for v in the i-fringe.Proving Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. will require the mahinery developed in Setion 6. Theproofs are given in Setion 7.5 Step D.1 DesriptionReall that we need to desribe only the proessing of q, i.e., �nding witnesses in q, if any,for vetors in S. Here S is the set of valid vetors whih survive at the beginning of StepD.1. From Step C, these vetors do not have witnesses in p0 and therefore in p00. We need thefollowing de�nition.De�nition. A b-defet in a subblok A is the bottommost defet in its olumn and an l-defetis the leftmost defet in its row. A vetor v is said to be l-onsistent in a subblok A if for everyl-defet a 2 A, eah of a + v and a � v is either outside A or also an l-defet. r-onsisteny,t-onsisteny and b-onsisteny are de�ned analogously.If q has no defets then, by Lemma 3.3, all vetors in S survive this step. So assume thatq has a defet. The b-defets in eah olumn of q and the l-defets in eah row of q are found2The rightmost defet in the bottommost row ontaining a defet.18



in O(1) time and O(m1 �m2) work. There are three further substeps, Steps D.1a, D.1b andD.1, eah of whih takes O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work.Step D.1a. Witnesses will be determined for all but two sets of vetors in S, denoted S0and S00. There will be O(m1) vetors in S0; these vetors are the diÆult vetors and mayor may not have witnesses in q. Vetors in S00 will not have witnesses in q. Further, if S00 isnon-empty, all defets in q will be in the top right orner sub-blok of q of size bm018  � bm028 .This step takes O(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work and proeeds as follows.See Fig.7. Let  be the bottommost leftmost defet in q. Let � be the leftmost bottommostdefet in q.  and � along with all the l-defets and b-defets in q are found in onstant timeand O(m1 �m2) work.There are two ases to onsider. In eah ase, eah surviving vetor in S is proessedin onstant time and work for a total of O(m1 � m2) work, plus, in Case 1, an additionalO(log logm) time and O(m1 �m2) work is used.Case 1. � is in the left bm028  olumns of q. By Lemma 3.2, p00 has no defets and therefore,� is above p00. For all surviving non-horizontal vetors v 2 S, � + v 2 q and (�; � + v) is awitness for v by Lemma 3.3. All surviving horizontal vetors v 2 S are then proessed as inthe Linear Case (i.e., the ase in whih all vetors in S were parallel). S0 and S00 are bothempty in this ase.Case 2. � is not in the left bm028  olumns of q.Let br be the index of the row ontaining �. In this ase, surviving vetors in S with rowlength less than br are proessed separately from those whose row length is at least br.For eah surviving vetor v 2 S with row length less than br, � � v 2 q. Witnesses aresought for eah suh vetor v in one of the following two positions: with head at � or with tailat the l-defet in q in the row ontaining � � v. Clearly, one of these two positions provides awitness for v by Lemma 3.3 unless � � v is the l-defet in its row. Those vetors v for whih�� v is an l-defet in q omprise the set S0. S0 has at most one vetor for eah row length andtherefore jS0j = O(m1).For eah surviving vetor v 2 S with row length at least br, a witness is sought with tail at. Clearly, if suh a vetor v exists then � and hene all defets in q are in the upper br < m018rows of q. If  + v 2 q then  + v is below � and by Lemma 3.3, (;  + v) is a witness forv. Otherwise, if  + v 62 q then  + v is to the right of the right boundary of q and � � v isabove the upper boundary of q. Then, for all defets Æ 2 q, Æ+ v and Æ� v are both outside qand, by Lemma 3.3, there are no witnesses for v in q; these vetors v omprise set S00. Clearly,if set S00 is non-empty then all defets in q are in the top right orner sub-blok of q of sizebm018  � bm028 .Step D.1b. This step eliminates those vetors in S0 whih have a witness in q with oneendpoint on either an l-defet or a b-defet in q.All vetors in S0 are proessed in parallel in this step. Consider vetor v 2 S0. For everyl-defet and b-defet � in q, � is ompared to � � v and � + v. The time taken by this stepin O(1); the work done is O(m1 �m2), O(m2) per vetor in S0.De�nition. Let X be the sub-blok of q omprising its left m022 olumns.Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 hold following this step. Their proofs along with the proofs ofthe other lemmas in this setion are given in Setion 8. Claim 1 of Step D is then satis�ed forq by Corollary 5.3; it an be shown for q0 in a similar manner.19



Lemma 5.1 Consider a vetor v in either S0 or S00 whih survives Steps survives Steps D.1aand D.1b. If  is not in the left bm028  olumns of q, v is l-onsistent in q. If  is in the leftbm028  olumns of q, v is b-onsistent in X.Lemma 5.2 Let v; w be non-parallel valid Quad I vetors. Let Y be any sub-blok of q on-taining at least the m012 bottommost rows of q. If v; w are l-onsistent in Y then all defets inY are in the top right orner sub-blok Y 0 of Y of size (rl(v)+ rl(w)� 1)� (l(v)+ l(w)� 1).Further, if  in q is in the left bm028  olumns of q then v and w annot both be b-onsistent inX.Corollary 5.3 If two non-parallel vetors v; w 2 S survive Steps D.1a and D.1b then v; ware l-onsistent in q and all defets in q are in the top right orner sub-blok of q of size(rl(v) + rl(w)� 1)� (l(v) + l(w) � 1). Further this sub-blok is ontained in TRq.Proof.  is outside the left bm028  olumns of q; otherwise, by Lemma 5.1, v and w are b-onsistent in X whih ontradits Lemma 5.2. By Lemma 5.1, v and w are l-onsistent inq. The rest of the orollary follows from Lemma 5.2 (with q replaing Y ) and the fat thatrl(v) + rl(w) < 2m018 � m18 and l(v) + l(w) < 2m028 � m28 . 2Lemma 5.4 Suppose two non-parallel vetors v; w 2 S0 survive Steps D.1a and D.1b, whererl(w) � rl(v). Then w � v is a Quad I vetor.Step D.1. This step is performed only if at least two non-parallel vetors in S0 survive StepD.1b. By Corollary 5.3, all surviving vetors v 2 S0 are l-onsistent in q and all defets in qare in TRq. Witnesses in q are found for all surviving vetors in S0 in this step in O(log logm)time and O(m1 �m2) work.Let br be the index of the bottommost row in q ontaining a defet. Let Z be the sub-blokof q omprising the top br rows of q. We now show that any witness in q for a surviving vetorv 2 S0 must have both endpoints in Z. By Lemma 3.3, one endpoint of any witness for v mustbe in Z. Suppose for a ontradition that (a; a+ v) is a witness for v where a 2 Z; a+ v 62 Z.Then, if b is the l-defet in the row ontaining a then b+ v is in q; further, it is not a defet.But, by Corollary 5.3, v is l-onsistent in q, whih is a ontradition.Consider the row partition of Z. All segments are proessed in parallel. Consider the jthsegment. Let R denote the sub-blok omprising the rows of the jth segment and the jth rowset, i.e., R is the j � 1th row set if j > 1 and R = Z if j = 1. Let V be the set of survivingvetors v in S0 suh that row rl(v) +1 of Z is in the jth segment. The di�erene vetors of allpairs of vetors in V are parallel by Lemma 3.4. Any witness in Z for a vetor in V must haveits head in R. Witnesses with heads in R and tails in Z, if any, for vetors in V are found inO(log logm) time and O(jRj) = O( br2j�1 �m2) work using Line(V;R;Z). Thus, the total workdone over all segments is O(m1 �m2).6 Some Useful LemmasLet A be a sub-blok of p with rA rows and A olumns. Imagine A to be plaed on an in�nitegrid so that eah loation in A oinides with some grid point. Heneforth, we refer to thesegrid points simply as points. Let v1 and v2 be two non-parallel vetors.20
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Figure 9: The set of lines L.De�nitions. We de�ne the set goodA(v1; v2) � A as follows. Let BLA; BRA; TLA; TRA be,respetively, the bottom left, bottom right, top left and top right orner sub-bloks of A ofsize (rl(v1)+ rl(v2)� 1)� (l(v1)+ l(v2)� 1) (i.e., number of rows times number of olumns).If v1 and v2 are Quad I vetors then goodA(v1; v2) = A�BLA � TRA. If v1 and v2 are QuadII vetors then goodA(v1; v2) = A�BRA � TLA. If v1 is a Quad I vetor and v2 is a Quad IIvetor or if v1 is a Quad II vetor and v2 is a Quad I vetor then goodA(v1; v2) = A.Lemma 6.1 Suppose rA � rl(v1) + rl(v2) and A � l(v1) + l(v2). Let b;  2 A be (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to some point a 2 A. If b;  2 goodA(v1; v2) and v1 and v2 areboth Quad I or Quad II vetors then there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path ompletely ontained in Abetween points b and .Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that v1 and v2 are both Quad I vetors and thatv1 is lokwise with respet to v2.Let lb; l be the lines in A, parallel to v1, through b and , respetively, Consider the set Lof lines in A parallel to v1, at separation v2, whih lie between lb and l, both lines inlusive(see Fig.9). Without loss of generality, assume that lb is to the left of l. We show that foreah pair of adjaent lines l1; l2 2 L, there is a lattie point e 2 l1 with e+ v2 in A and henein l2. It follows that there is a lattie path from b to .Sine b;  2 goodA(v1; v2), lb and l both span either at least rl(v1) + rl(v2) rows or atleast l(v1) + l(v2) olumns. Without loss of generality, assume that eah spans at leastrl(v1) + rl(v2) rows. Sine l1; l2 are parallel to and between lb and l, l1 and l2 eah span atleast rl(v1) + rl(v2) rows. It follows that both l1 and l2 have at least one lattie point.Suppose, for a ontradition that for all lattie points e 2 l1, e+ v2 62 A.The portion of l1 in the top rl(v1) rows spanned by it must ontain a lattie point. Letf be the topmost lattie point in l1, i.e., f � v1 62 A. Note that sine l1 spans at leastrl(v1) + rl(v2) rows, f + v2 annot be below the lowest of the rows spanned by l1. Then, bythe assumption that f + v2 62 A, f + v2 must be to the right of the right boundary of A. SineA � l(v1) + l(v2), f � v1 annot be to the left of the left boundary of A. Sine f � v1 62 A,f � v1 is above the top boundary of A. It follows that f is in the top rl(v1) rows and rightl(v2) olumns of A. Sine v1 is lokwise with respet to v2, the only rows whih l2 an thenspan are the rows above f + v2 (see Fig.10). But there are only rl(v1) + rl(v2)� 1 suh rows,a ontradition. 2 21
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Figure 10: Rows possibly spanned by l2.Lemma 6.2 Suppose rA � rl(v1) + rl(v2) and A � l(v1) + l(v2). Let b;  2 A be (v1; v2)-lattie points with respet to some point a 2 A. If v1 is a Quad I vetor and v2 is a Quad IIvetor then there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path ompletely ontained in A between points b and .Proof. Let lb; l; l1; l2 be as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. We show that there is a lattie pointe 2 l1 with e+ v2 in A and hene in l2. It follows that there is a lattie path from b to .First, we show that l1 and l2 have at least one lattie point eah. Suppose for a ontraditionthat l1 does not have any lattie points. Then l1 spans fewer than rl(v1) rows and l(v1)olumns. Therefore, l1 intersets either the top and right boundaries of A or the lower andleft boundaries of A. Suppose l1 intersets the top and right boundaries of A; the other aseis handled similarly. Then l also intersets the top and right boundaries of A and the lineparallel to �v2 through  must interset l1. This ontradits the fat that l1 has no lattiepoints. l2 is shown to have a lattie point in the same way.Next, suppose for a ontradition that for all lattie points e 2 l1, e+ v2 62 A.Let g be any lattie point on l2 and let f be the lattie point on l1 losest to g � v2. Let lbe the line obtained by extending l1 inde�nitely on both sides. Clearly, f , f�v1 and g�v2 arelattie points on l. If f = g�v2, a ontradition results. So assume that f is below g�v2 on l;the ase when it is above g� v2 is handled similarly. Then sine f � v1 and f are onseutivelattie points on l and g�v2 is also a lattie point on l, g�v2 either oinides with or is abovef � v1 in l.If g � v2 2 A then there is a lattie point g � v2 2 l1 suh that g � v2 + v2 = g 2 A, aontradition. Similarly, if f+v2 2 A, a ontradition results. So suppose that g�v2; f+v2 62A. Sine f is below g � v2 and f is the lattie point on l1 losest to g � v2, f � v1 62 A. SineA � l(v1)+ l(v2), either f +v2 is to the right of the right boundary of A and f �v1 is abovethe top boundary of A or f + v2 is above the top boundary of A and f � v1 is to the left ofthe left boundary of A or both f + v2; f � v1 are above the top boundary of A. Reall fromthe previous paragraph that g � v2 must is aligned with or above f � v1. Sine v2 is a QuadII vetor, g itself must be aligned with or above f � v1. Sine f is below g � v2, g is alignedwith or above f + v2. It follows that in all the above three ases, g is above the top boundaryof A, a ontradition. 2 22
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Figure 11: Cell C of Lemma 4.3 and the image of x in C. goodA(v1; v2) is the area in A outsidethe two subretangles in A.Remark. Note that Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 also appear impliitly in [GP92, GP93℄.Lemma 6.3 Suppose rA � rl(v1)+rl(v2) and A � l(v1)+l(v2). Further, suppose v1; v2 areperiod vetors of A. Let C be any ell in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A0 withthe property that all points in C are also in goodA(v1; v2) (see Fig.11). If x 2 goodA(v1; v2)then x annot be a defet with respet to C.Proof. Let x0 be the image of x in C. Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to x0. Sine xand x0 are lattie points in this lattie and sine x; x0 2 goodA(v1; v2), by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2,there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path in A from x to x0. Sine v1; v2 are period vetors of A, x � x0.2De�nitions. An l-defet in A with respet to ell C is the leftmost defet with respet to C inits row. An r-defet in A with respet to ell C is the rightmost defet with respet to C in itsrow. Similarly, a t-defet is the topmost defet in its olumn and a b-defet is the bottommostdefet in its olumn.A vetor v is said to be l-onsistent in A if for every l-defet a 2 A, eah of a + v anda� v is either outside A or also an l-defet. r-onsisteny, t-onsisteny and b-onsisteny arede�ned analogously. 23
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Figure 12: The ells C;C 0 in Lemma 4.4. goodA(v; w) is the area in A outside the twosubretangles in A.
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Lemma 6.4 Let v; w be two non-parallel vetors. Suppose rA � rl(v) + rl(w) and A �l(v) + l(w). Let C 0 be a ell in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A0, where v1and v2 are two non-parallel vetors (see Fig.12). Suppose there exists a ell C in the (v; w)-lattie with respet to some point in A0 with the property that all points in C are in goodA(v; w)and none is a defet with respet to ell C 0. If v; w are l-onsistent (r-onsistent, b-onsistent,t-onsistent, respetively) in A then all l-defets (r-defets, b-defets, t-defets, respetively) inA with respet to C 0 are outside goodA(v; w).Proof. Consider the ase when v; w are l-onsistent; the other ases are similar. Supposethere is an l-defet a in A with respet to C 0 suh that a 2 goodA(v; w). Then by Lemmas6.1 and 6.2, there is a (v; w)-lattie path in A from a to a0, its image in C. Sine v and w arel-onsistent, every point on this path must be an l-defet with respet to C 0. But a0 is not adefet, a ontradition. 2De�nition. A ell C in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A is said to be safefor vetor v in A if for all b 2 C, b+ v is in A and b+ v is not a defet with respet to C.Lemma 6.5 Let v be a period vetor of A and let x; y be points in A0 suh that y = x + v.Suppose there exists a ell C in A in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A withthe property that C is safe for vetor v in A. If x0 and y0 are the images in C of x and y,respetively, then x0 � y0.Proof. Let z = x0 + v. Sine C is safe for v in A, z 2 A and z mathes its image in C. Sinev is a period vetor of A, z � x0. It then suÆes to show that y0 is the image of z with respetto C, and therefore y0 � z � x0.Note that x0�x = (x0+v)� (x+v) = z�y. Sine x0�x and y0�y are linear ombinationsof v1 and v2, (y0 � y)� (x0 � x) = y0 � z is a linear ombinations of v1 and v2. 2Corollary 6.6 Let v be a period vetor of A and let x; y be points in A0 suh that y = x+ v.Suppose there exists a ell C in the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to some point in A with theproperty that all points in C are in A and C is safe for vetor v in A. If exatly one of x; y isa defet with respet to C, then x 6� y, i.e., (x; y) is a witness for v. If neither x nor y is adefet with respet to C, then x � y, i.e., (x; y) is not a witness for v.Proof. Let x0 and y0 be the images of x and y, respetively, in C. By Lemma 6.5, x0 � y0. Ifexatly one of x; y is a defet with respet to C then exatly one of the equalities x � x0; y � y0is true and therefore either x 6� x0 � y0 � y or x � x0 � y0 6� y. If neither x nor y is a defetwith respet to C then x � x0 � y0 � y. 27 Step C ProofsProof of Lemma 4.1. First, suppose x exists. We show that x + v 6� x + v � w. Notethat x 6� x + v, v is a Quad I vetor, and that l0 rosses the top inner boundary of the(i � 1)-fringe. x + v annot lie in the (i � 1)-fringe, otherwise both x + v and x are in thei� 1-fringe; this ontradits the fat that there is no witness for v in the (i� 1)-fringe. Sinerl(v); rl(w) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(w) < fi�1;24 , there exists a number j suh that x+ v� jv andx+v�w�jv are both in the (i�1)-fringe. Sine there is no witness for w in the (i�1)-fringe,x + v � jv � x + v � w � jv. Sine x is the uppermost point l0 suh that x + v 2 p0 and25



x 6� x + v, x + v 6� x + v � v � x + v � jv and x + v � w � x + v � w � jv, and therefore,x+ v 6� x+ v � w.Next, suppose x does not exist. We show that for every w 2 S and y 2 l0 suh thaty + w 2 p0, y � y + w. This is true if both y and y + w are in the (i � 1)-fringe as thereis no witness for w in the (i � 1)-fringe. So suppose at least one of y; y + w is not in the(i� 1)-fringe. Sine rl(v); rl(w) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(w) < fi�1;24 , there exists a number j suhthat y+w� jv and y� jv are both in the (i� 1)-fringe. Sine there is no witness for w in the(i � 1)-fringe, y + w � jv � y � jv. Sine v is the longest vetor in S, y + w � v 2 l0. Then,by the assumption that x does not exist, y+w � y+w� v � y+w� jv and y � y� jv, andtherefore, y + w � y, as laimed. 2Proof of Lemma 4.2: Let U 0; L0; R0; B0 be the sub-bloks of p0 omprising the upper fi�1;1rows, left fi�1;2 olumns, right fi�1;2 olumns and bottom fi�1;1 rows of the (i � 1)-fringe,respetively. Let BLU 0 and TRU 0 be, respetively, the bottom left and top right orner sub-bloks of U 0 of size bfi�1;12  � bfi�1;22 . BLL0 , TRL0 , BLR0 , TRR0 , BLB0 and TRB0 are de�nedanalogously.Note that rl(v1); rl(v2) < fi�1;14 , l(v1); l(v1) < fi�1;24 , and that U 0 and L0 have sizesfi�1;1 �m02 and m01 � fi�1;2, respetively, where m01 � 2fi�1;1 and m02 � 2fi�1;2.Consider U 0 �rst. All points in U 0 exept those in TRU 0 or BLU 0 are in goodU 0(v1; v2).In addition, C does not overlap either of these bloks; therefore all points in C are also ingoodU 0(v1; v2). By Lemma 6.3 (with A replaed by U 0), all points in U 0 exept those in BLU 0and TRU 0 are non-defets with respet to C.Similarly, all points in L0 exept those in BLL0 and TRL0 are non-defets with respet toC. Note that TRU 0 ; BLL0 are outside U and L. Further, TRL0 � U 0 � BLU 0 � TRU 0 andtherefore all points in TRL0 are non-defets with respet to C. Similarly, BLU 0 � L0�TRL0 �BLL0 and therefore all points in BLU 0 are non-defets with respet to C. It follows that thereare no defets with respet to C in either U or L.Next, we show that there are no defets in R or in B. First, we laim that for all a 2goodR0(v1; v2), a is not a defet with respet to C. Then, sine TRR0 is outside R, the onlydefets with respet to C in R are in BLR0 . Similarly, the only defets with respet to C inB are in TRB0 . Sine BLR0 and TRB0 do not overlap, there are no defets with respet to Ceither in R or in B.Let a 2 goodR0(v1; v2) and a0 be the image of a in C, i.e., a is a (v1; v2)-lattie point withrespet to a0. From the sizes of v1; v2, it follows that there is a (v1; v2)-lattie point b withrespet to a0 in R0 \U 0 � TRR0 . Clearly, b 2 goodR0(v1; v2) and goodU 0(v1; v2). By Lemma 6.1applied to R0 and then to U 0, there is a (v1; v2)-lattie path in R0 from a to b and another inU 0 from b to a0. Sine v1 and v2 are period vetors of the (i� 1)-fringe, a � a0 and a is not adefet, as laimed. 2Proof of Lemma 4.3: Reall that rl(v); rl(v1); rl(v2) < fi�1;14 and l(v); l(v1); l(v2) < fi�1;24 ,and that U has size fi�1;1 � (m02 � fi�1;2). Further m01 � 2fi�1;1 and m02 � 2fi�1;2.By Lemma 4.2, there are no defets in U . The sizes of v; v1; v2 and U then imply that Cis ontained in U and is safe for v in U .The lemma then follows immediately from Corollary 6.6 (with U replaing A and thei-fringe replaing A0). 2 26



8 Step D ProofsProof of Lemma 3.2. Consider Lemma 6.3 with A replaed by p0. Sine rl(v1); rl(v2) < m018and l(v1); l(v2) < m028 , all points in p0 exept those in its top right orner sub-blok of size2bm018  � 2bm028  and its bottom left orner of the same size are in goodp0(v1; v2). p00 does notoverlap either of these bloks. Therefore C does not overlap either of these bloks and allpoints in C are in goodp0(v1; v2). The lemma then follows from Lemma 6.3. 2Proof of Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.2 and the fat that rl(v1); rl(v2); rl(v) < m018 andl(v1); l(v2); l(v) < m028 , C is safe for v in p0. The lemma then follows from Corollary 6.6(with A replaed by p0 and A0 replaed by p). 2Proof of Lemma 5.1. By Step D.1a, any vetor in S00 is learly l-onsistent and b-onsistentin q. So assume that v 2 S0.First, suppose that the defet  (see Fig.7) is not in the left bm028  olumns of q. It suÆesto show that for all l-defets a 2 q, a + v is either outside q or an l-defet, and likewise fora � v. We only show that if a + v 2 q then a + v is an l-defet; the other ase is similar.Suppose for a ontradition that a+ v 2 q is not an l-defet. Sine v survives Step D.1b, a+ vmust be a defet by Lemma 3.3. Let b be the l-defet in the row ontaining a+ v. Sine b isnot in the left bm08  olumns of q and b� v is in the row ontaining a, b� v 2 q. Sine b� v isto the left of a, b� v is not a defet. (b� v; b) is thus a witness for v whih would have beenfound in Step D.1b, whih is a ontradition.Next, suppose that  in q is in the left bm028  olumns of q. To show that v is b-onsistentin X, it suÆes to show that for all b-defets a 2 X, a � v is either outside X or a b-defetand likewise for a+ v. We only show that if a� v 2 X then a� v is a b-defet; the other aseis similar. Suppose for a ontradition that a� v 2 X is not a b-defet. Sine v survives StepD.1b, a � v must be a defet by Lemma 3.3. Let b be the b-defet in the olumn ontaininga� v. By Lemma 3.2, p00 has no defets. Therefore b is above p00. In addition, b+ v is in theolumn ontaining a, and thus b+v 2 X. Sine b+v is below a, b+v is not a defet. (b; b+v)is thus a witness for v whih would have been found in Step D.1b, whih is a ontradition. 2Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let e be the top left orner of p00. Let C 0 be the ell bounded bye; e + v; e + w; e + v + w in the (v; w)-lattie with respet to e. The sizes of v, w, p00 and Yimply that all points in C 0 are in p00, goodX (v; w), and goodY (v; w). Lemma 3.2 implies thatC 0 ontains no defets with respet to C (C was de�ned in Setion 3.4).First, suppose that v; w are l-onsistent in Y . By Lemma 6.4 (with Y replaing A andC;C 0 replaing C 0; C, respetively), all l-defets in Y are outside goodY (v; w). By Lemma 3.2,p00 has no defets. Sine p00 has size m012 � m022 and m012 � rl(v)+rl(w)�1, m022 � l(v)+l(w)�1,the bottom left orner sub-blok of Y of size (rl(v) + rl(w) � 1) � (l(v) + l(w) � 1) has nodefets. Then, by the de�nition of goodY (v; w), all l-defets and hene all defets in Y are inY 0. The �rst part of the lemma follows.Seond, suppose for a ontradition that v; w are b-onsistent in X and the leftmost defet� in q is in the left bm028  olumns of q. Note that � 2 X. By Lemma 3.2, all defets in X areabove p00. Therefore, � 62 p00 and � 2 goodX(v; w). By Lemma 6.4 (with X replaing A andC;C 0 replaing C 0; C, respetively), all b-defets in X are outside goodX(v; w). Sine p00 hasno defets, the de�nition of goodX (v; w) implies that all b-defets and hene all defets in X27



are in the top right orner sub-blok of X of size (rl(v) + rl(w) � 1) � (l(v) + l(w) � 1). Itfollows that � 62 goodX(v; w), a ontradition. 2Proof of Lemma 5.4. Suppose for a ontradition that w � v is not a Quad I vetor. Sinerl(w) � rl(v), v � w must be a Quad II vetor. Reall that � is the leftmost bottommostdefet in q. By Corollary 5.3, � and all other defets in q are in TRq. Then, sine v � w is aQuad II vetor, the sizes of v; w; TRq imply that � � v + w is in p and not a defet. Sine S0is non-empty and v 2 S0, reall from Case 2 of Step D.1a that � � v is a l-defet in q. Sine�� v is a defet and � � v+w is not a defet, (� � v; � � v+w) is a witness for w by Lemma3.3; further this witness would have been found in Step D.1b, ontradition. 2Proof of Lemma 3.4 That v � u and w � v are Quad I vetors follows from Lemma 5.4.Suppose for a ontradition that v � u and w � v are not parallel.Let i be the number of rows in the jth row set. By the de�nitions of segments and rowsets, i > rl(w)� rl(u) = rl(w� v)+ rl(v�u). Note that row br, the bottommost row in everyrow set, ontains a defet. Also note that there are at least rl(w) + 1 � rl(v) + 1 � rl(u) + 1rows in q above the jth row set.Let Y be the sub-blok of q omprising all rows inluding and below the topmost row inthe jth row set. Note that the topmost row in Y is one of the top br rows of q. Sine alldefets in q are in TRq, br � m18 . The sizes of p00 and q imply that row br is ompletely abovep00. It follows that Y has at least m012 rows.Note that vetors w� v and v� u annot both be l-onsistent in Y ; otherwise, by Lemma5.2, all defets in Y are in the topmost rl(w� v) + rl(v� u)� 1 rows of Y , whih ontraditsthe fat that row br ontains a defet.It follows that for some l-defet a 2 Y , one of a+(w�v); a� (w�v); a+(v�u); a� (v�u)is in Y but not an l-defet. Assume that a + (w � v) is in Y but not an l-defet; the otherases are similar. Sine there are at least rl(w) + 1 � rl(v) + 1 rows in q above Y and sinea is in the rightmost bm28  olumns of q, a � v 2 q. Sine v is l-onsistent in q, a � v is anl-defet. Sine w is l-onsistent in q, a� v+w = a+ (w� v) is an l-defet, a ontradition. 2This leads to the following theorem.Theorem 8.1 There exists a CRCW-PRAM algorithm whih �nds witnesses for all non-period vetors of an m1�m2 pattern of row length less than bm116  and olumn length less thanbm216 ; it takes O(log logm) running time and does O(m1 �m2) work.9 Computing witnesses for all Quad I and Quad II vetorsGiven the algorithm for omputing witnesses for all valid non-period Quad I and Quad IIvetors, we show how to ompute witnesses for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors.We desribe the algorithm only for Quad I vetors; Quad II vetors are handled similarly.De�nitions. The upper half of a onseutive subset of i rows of p denotes the upper b i2 rowsof this subset. The left half of a onseutive subset of olumns of p is de�ned analogously.We de�ne O(logm2) -sets and O(logm1) r-sets as follows. The �rst r-set omprises theupper half of the rows of p. The �rst -set omprises the left half of the olumns of p. r-set i,1 < i � logm1 omprises the upper half of those rows of p whih are below the (i� 1)th r-set.Similarly, -set i, 1 < i � logm2 omprises the left half of those olumns of p whih are to the28



right of the (i � 1)th -set. Let ri and i denote the number of rows of the ith r-set and thethe number of olumns of the ith -set, respetively.Sub-blok (i; j) of p, 1 � i � logm1, 1 � j � logm2, is de�ned to be the ri � j blokformed by the intersetion of the ith r-set and the jth -set.The ontinuation of a sub-blok q of p is de�ned to be the sub-blok of p with the sametop left orner as q and the same bottom right orner as p. Note that the ontinuation ofsub-blok (i; j) has size at least 2ri � 2j and at most (2ri + 1)� (2j + 1).Let dv denote the harater at whih the head of Quad I vetor v lies when its tail is atthe top left orner of p. We rede�ne the term fall as follows in this setion. v is said to fall atdv; in addition if dv is in sub-blok q of p, v is said to fall in q. Note that if vetor v falls insub-blok q of p, any witness for v in p must have its head in the ontinuation of q.The Blok Struture. All sub-bloks (i; j), 1 � i � logm1, 1 � j � logm2, are proessedin parallel. Consider sub-blok (i; j) of p. Let q denote this sub-blok. q is further partitionedinto a onstant number of sub-bloks of size b ri16 � b j16 (exept at the boundary of q wheretrunated sub-bloks are used). All suh sub-bloks are proessed in parallel. Let q0 be onesuh sub-blok. For all Quad I vetors of p whih fall in q0, a witness with head at a haraterin the ontinuation of q0, if any, is found using the proedure desribed in the rest of thissetion. The proessing of q0 takes O(log logm) time and O(jqj) work. Thus the work doneover all sub-bloks of q is O(jqj) and the work done over all sub-bloks (i; j) of p is O(jpj). Thetotal time taken is O(log logm).We need the following de�nitions before desribing the proessing of sub-blok q0 of q.De�nitions. The (i,j)-pre�x of p is the sub-blok of p of size ri � j with the same top leftorner as p. Let U be the (i; j)-pre�x of p, E the ontinuation of q0, and L the maximalsub-blok of E ompletely below and to the right of q0. See Fig.14. Note that jEj = O(jqj).Let V be the set of Quad I vetors of p whih fall in q0.The region of a vetor v is de�ned to be the sub-blok of E whose top left orner is dv andwhose bottom right orner is the bottom right orner of E. A witness (a; b) 2 E for a QuadI or Quad II vetor w = v � u, u; v 2 V , is said to be good for u and v if a is in the region ofu (and therefore, b is in the region of v). See Fig.13. Note that v and u an be duelled usingthe witness (a; b) if and only if witness (a; b) is good for u and v.There are two main steps.Step 1. Witnesses are found for some of the vetors in V in this step in O(log logm) timeand O(jEj) work. Two vetors u; v 2 V survive this step only if there is no witness in E whihis good for u and v. Clearly, if u and v survive this step then the two opies of p plaed withtop left orners at du and dv math wherever both overlap E.Step 2. Witnesses, if any, are found for the surviving vetors in V in O(1) time and O(jEj)work. This is done using the proedure V erify(E;E0;W ) (see Appendix), where E0 is thesub-blok of the pattern with the same size as E and the same top left orner as p, and Wis the set fdvjv is a surviving vetor in V g. By Step 1, opies of p and hene opies of E0plaed at the loations in V math eah other wherever they overlap; the input onditions toV erify(E;E0;W ) are therefore satis�ed. If baddv exists for some dv 2 V , then (baddv�v; baddv )is a witness for v.Next, we desribe Step 1 in detail. There are 4 substeps.29
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b) (a; b) is good for u and va) The region of vetor v Figure 13:Step 1.1. Witnesses in U are found for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of U ofrow length less than b ri16 and olumn length less than b i16. By Theorem 8.1, the time takenfor this is O(log logm) and the work done is O(jU j) = O(jEj). Similarly, witnesses in L arefound for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of L with row length less than b ri16 andolumn length less than b j16 in O(log logm) time and O(jLj) = O(jEj) work.Step 1.2. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V in this step. Vetorv 2 V survives this step only if there is an ourrene of U with top left orner at dv; otherwise,any point a at whih this opy of U mismathes E is the head of a witness for v. This step isaomplished in O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work as follows.Note that sine U has size ri � j, q has size ri � j and E has size at least 2ri � 2j , anyopy of U with top left orner in q0 lies ompletely within E. Reall that witnesses in U , ifany, were omputed in Step 1 for all Quad I and Quad II vetors of row length less than b ri16and olumn length less than b j16. Using these witnesses, all ourrenes of U with top leftorner in q0 are found using the pattern mathing algorithm of [ABF93℄. In addition, for eahvetor v 2 V , if a opy of U plaed with top left orner at dv mismathes E at some loation,one suh point of mismath is omputed. This point is the head of a witness for v.Step 1.3. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V in this step. Let v0be the vetor whih falls at the bottom right orner of q0. Vetor v 2 V survives this steponly if there is an ourrene of L with top left orner at dv0�v. This step is aomplished inO(log logm) time and O(jEj) work as follows.All ourrenes of L with top left orner in U are found in O(log logm) time and O(jEj)work using the pattern mathing algorithm of [ABF93℄. The witnesses omputed in Step 1 areused in this proess. If the opy of L with top left orner at dv0�v mismathes the portion ofp it overlaps at some loation d, then (d; d+ v) is a witness for v.Step 1.4. There are three ases, depending upon whether or not all the di�erene vetorsof the surviving vetors in V are parallel. All di�erene vetors are parallel Quad I vetors30
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in Case 1 and parallel non-horizontal, non-vertial Quad II vetors in Case 2. In the thirdase, there are at least two non-parallel di�erene vetors. In all three ases, vetors u; v 2 Vsurvive this step only if there is no witness in E whih is good for u and v.Whih of these three ases holds an be determined in O(log logm) time and O(jq0j) =O(jEj) work as follows. For eah surviving vetor v 2 V , the di�erene vetor of v and apartiular surviving vetor w 2 V is omputed in O(1) time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj) work. Theslope of all these di�erene vetors are ompared with the slope of any arbitrary one of thesedi�erene vetors, v1 say. If all these di�erene vetors are parallel to v1, then the slope of v1determines whih of Case 1 and Case 2 hold. Otherwise, if one of these di�erene vetors v2 isnot parallel to v1 then Case 3 holds. Eah ase is proessed in O(log logm) time and O(jEj)work.The following de�nitions are helpful.De�nitions. Let V 0 be the set of vetors in V whih survive Step 1.3. Without loss ofgenerality, assume that jV 0j � 2. Let Vdif be the set of all Quad I and Quad II di�erenevetors of the vetors in V 0. For eah v 2 V 0, let Uv denote the opy of U plaed with top leftorner at dv .See Fig.14. Let vr and v be the vetors in V 0 with minimum row and olumn lengths,respetively. Let A denote the sub-blok of E whih is bounded below by L, above by (andinluding) the row ontaining dvr , to the left by the olumn j � 2b j16 of E, and to the rightby the right boundary of E. Let B denote the sub-blok of E whih is bounded to the right byL, to the left by (and inluding) the olumn ontaining dv , above by the row ri� 2b ri16 of E,and below by the bottom boundary of E. The following fat is easily seen from the de�nitionsof A, B and U .Fat 1. For any v 2 V 0, Uv has at least 2b j16 olumns to the right of the left boundary of Aand at least 2b ri16 rows below the upper boundary of B.Let A0 be the sub-blok to the left of A with the same rows as A and 4b j16 olumns. LetB0 be the sub-blok above B with the same olumns as B and 4b ri16 rows.Lemma 9.1 For all w 2 Vdif , w does not have a witness in either U or L.Proof. Suppose w = v�u, where u; v 2 V 0. By Step 1.2, there is an ourrene of U with topleft orner at du and another with top left orner at dv. It follows that w is a period vetorof U . By Step 1.3, there is an ourrene of L with top left orner at dv0�u and another withtop left orner at dv0�v, where v0 is the vetor whih falls at the bottom right orner of q0. Itfollows that w is a period vetor of L. 2Lemma 9.2 implies that only those witnesses for vetors in Vdif whih have at least oneendpoint in one of A or B are of interest.Lemma 9.2 Let u; v 2 V 0, and let w = v � u. Any witness in E for w whih is good for uand v has at least one endpoint in either A or B. In partiular, if w is a Quad I vetor thenthe tail of suh a witness is either in A or in B, and if w is a Quad II vetor, either the tailof suh a witness is in B or the head is in A.Proof. Let (a; b) be a witness for w in E whih is good for u and v.First, we show that one of a; b is either in A or in B. Note that sine w is a Quad I orQuad II vetor, b must be either vertially aligned with or to the right of a. Further, sine32



(a; b) is good for u and v, a must be in the region of u. The region of u is overed by fouroverlapping sub-bloks, Uu; A;B;L. If a 2 Uu then b 2 Uv; thus a annot be within Uu, asotherwise at most one of Uu; Uv would ompletely math E, whih ontradits the outome ofStep 1.2. If a 62 L[Uu then a is in either A or B. The only remaining ase is when a 2 L�Uu.By Lemma 9.1, a and b annot both be in L. Sine b is aligned with or to the right of a andb 62 L, Fat 1 implies that b is in A in this ase.From the above paragraph, when w is a Quad I vetor, a is in A or in B exept in the asewhen a 2 L�Uu. In this ase, b 2 L, whih ontradits Lemma 9.1; so this ase does not arisefor Quad I vetors.Finally, onsider the ase when w is a Quad II vetor. Sine a is in the region of u, b is inthe region of v; therefore, neither a nor b an be above A or to the left of B. It follows that ifb 2 B then a 2 B, and if a 2 A then b 2 A. Sine one of a; b is in A or in B, either a 2 B orb 2 A. 2Case 1. All vetors in Vdif are parallel and are Quad I vetors.Line(V 0; E; p) ompletes the algorithm in this ase (see Setion 2 for the de�nition of Line).This takes O(log logm) time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Case 2. All vetors in Vdif are parallel and are non-vertial, non-horizontal Quad II vetors.Proedure Line annot be used here as it requires that the vetors involved and theirdi�erene vetors both be either Quad I vetors or Quad II vetors, whih is not true in thisase.Let wmin be the di�erene vetor with the smallest row length. The bottommost pointe 2 A, if any, suh that e 6� e � wmin and the rightmost point f 2 B, if any, suh thatf 6� f+wmin are found in O(1) time and O(jEj) work. Lemma 9.3 shows that for all w 2 Vdif ,(e� w; e) and (f; f + w) are witnesses for w.Next, all pairs of vetors in V 0 are duelled in parallel using the witnesses omputed above.Sine at most one vetor in V 0 falls in eah row and olumn of q0, (jV 0j)2 � jEj, and therefore,the total work done is O(jEj) and the time taken is O(1).We laim that if one of e or f exists and is in the region of either u or v, u; v 2 V 0,rl(v) � rl(u), then one of u; v is eliminated when the two are duelled. To see this, supposethat e exists and is in the region of either u or v (the ase when f exists is similar). Letw = v � u; note that w is a Quad II vetor in Vdif . Sine e 2 A, e is in the region of v ande � w is in the region of u. Therefore, the witness (e � w; e) is good for u and v (see Fig.13)and one of u; v is eliminated by duelling using this witness. So vetors u; v 2 V 0 survive thisstep only if their regions are below e, if e exists, and to the right of f , if f exists. Then, byLemma 9.4, there is no witness for v� u in E whih is good for u and v. This ompletes Step1.4 for this ase. This ase requires O(1) time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Lemma 9.3 For all w 2 Vdif , e 6� e� w and f 6� f + w.Proof. Reall that rl(wmin); rl(w) < b ri16, l(wmin); l(w) < b j16, q0 has size at most b ri16 �b j16 and U has size ri � j . Further, reall that jV 0j is non-empty and for all v 2 V 0, Uvmathes E.We show that e 6� e � w. f 6� f + w is shown similarly. By the de�nition of A and thesizes of wmin, w and U , there exists an integer k suh that e � kwmin and e � kwmin � ware both either in L or Uvr . By Lemma 9.1, e � kwmin � e � kwmin � w. Sine wmin is anon-horizontal Quad II vetor, the de�nition of e, Lemma 9.1, and Fat 1 together imply thate 6� e�wmin � e� kwmin � e� kwmin�w and e�w � e�w� kwmin. The laim follows. 233



Lemma 9.4 Let u; v be vetors in V 0 and w = v � u 2 Vdif . Suppose that either e does notexist or the regions of u; v are both below e and that either f does not exist or the regions ofu; v are both to the right of f . There is no witness for w in E whih is good for u and v.Proof. We show that for all a in the region of u suh that a + w 2 A, a � a+ w. A similarargument shows that for all a in the region of u suh that a 2 B, a � a + w. Sine w is aQuad II vetor, it follows that there is no witness for w whih is good for u and v with eithertail in B or head in A. By Lemma 9.2, there is no witness for w in E whih is good for u andv; the lemma follows.Consider any a in the region of u suh that b = a + w is in A. Clearly, b is in the regionof v. Sine e, whenever it exists, is above the region of v, it is above b. As in the the proofof Lemma 9.3, there is an integer k suh that b � kwmin; b � kwmin � w are both either inL or Uv and b � kwmin � b � kwmin � w. Sine e either does not exist or is above b, thede�nition of e, Lemma 9.1, and Fat 1 together imply that b � b � kwmin � b � kwmin � wand b� w � b� w � kwmin. Therefore, a � b = a+ w, as laimed. 2Case 3. There are at least two non-parallel di�erene vetors, v1 and v2, in Vdif .We show how to �nd witnesses for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 in O(log logm) timeand O(jEj) work with the result that if u; v 2 V 0 survive then there is no witness with anendpoint in A whih is good for u and v. A similar elimination proedure an be performed toensure that if u; v 2 V 0 survive then there is no witness with an endpoint in B whih is goodfor u and v. Reall that, by Lemma 9.2, any witness whih is good for u and v, u; v 2 V 0,has one endpoint in A or B. It follows that if u; v 2 V 0 survive then there is no witness inE whih is good for u; v. The goal of Step 1 is thus aomplished in O(log logm) time andO(jEj) work, as laimed.De�nitions. Let g be the point in row 8d ri16e and olumn 8d j16e of E. Let C be the ell in the(v1; v2)-lattie with respet to point g and bounded by the points g; g + v1; g+ v2; g + v1 + v2.Reall that rl(v1); rl(v2) < b ri16, l(v1); l(v2) < b j16, U has size ri � j , and L has size atleast ri � j .For a sub-blok S of E, let BRS, BLS, TRS and TLS denote the bottom right, bottom left,top right and top left sub-bloks, respetively, of S, of size 2b ri16� 2b j16. These sub-bloks ofS are alled orner bloks of S.The following lemmas are useful.Lemma 9.5 All defets in L with respet to C are in BRL, BLL, TRL, and TLL. In addition,there are no defets with respet to C in A0 or B0.Proof. The sizes of v1; v2; L; U and the de�nition of C imply that all points in C are ingoodL(v1; v2), goodUvr (v1; v2) and goodUv (v1; v2). By Lemma 6.3 applied to L and U (i.e., Uvror Uv), all defets in L with respet to C are in BRL, BLL, TRL and TLL, and all defets inU with respet to C are in BRU , BLU , TRU , and TLU .The sizes of v1; v2 along with Fat 1 imply that none of the orner bloks of Uvr or Uvinterset with A0 or B0. Then, sine A0 is ontained in Uvr , there are no defets with respetto C in A0. Sine B0 is ontained in Uv , there are no defets with respet to C in B0. 2Lemma 9.6 (a; b) is a witness in E for a vetor w 2 Vdif if and only if either exatly one ofa; b is a defet with respet to C, or both a; b are defets with respet to C and the haratersat a and b are di�erent. 34



Proof. The sizes of w; v1; v2; L imply that for all points e0 2 C, e0 + w 2 goodL(v1; v2).Therefore C is safe for w in L. Further, by Lemma 9.1, w is a period vetor of L. The lemmafollows from Corollary 6.6, with L and E replaing A and A0, respetively. 2De�nition. Let � be the leftmost bottommost defet with respet to C in A [ TRL. Let Gbe the retangle bounded above by the upper boundary of A, below by the row ontaining �,to the left by the left boundary of A0 and to the right by the right boundary of E.Lemma 9.7 The only defets with respet to C in G are in G \ (A [ TRL). In partiular,there are no defets with respet to C in the left 4b j16 olumns of G.Proof. Both G � (A [ TRL) and the left 4b j16 olumns of G omprise haraters in A0 andL�TRL�TLL�BLL�BRL; by Lemma 9.5, none of these haraters is a defet with respetto C. 2The following 5 substeps are performed in Step 1.4 in this ase. Eah takes O(log logm)time and O(jEj) work, as laimed.Step 1.4a. � and all l-defets and b-defets in G are found in O(1) time and O(jEj) work.Lemmas 9.8 and 9.9 hold following this step.Lemma 9.8 For all Quad II vetors w 2 Vdif , �� w is in E and �� w 6� �.Proof. The length of w implies that ��w is either in A, A0 or L. First, suppose ��w 2 A[A0.By Lemma 9.5, A0 has no defets with respet to C; the lemma follows from the de�nition of� and from Lemma 9.6. Seond, suppose � � w 2 L. Sine � 2 A [ TRL, the length of wimplies that � � w 2 L � TLL � BLL � BRL. By the de�nition of � and the fat that w isa Quad II vetor, �� w annot be a defet with respet to C in TRL. Then, by Lemma 9.5,�� w is not a defet. The lemma follows from Lemma 9.6. 2Lemma 9.9 Let u; v 2 V 0. Suppose either � exists and is above du and dv or � does not exist.Then there is no witness in E with an endpoint in A whih is good for u and v.Proof. Suppose for a ontradition that there a witness (a; b) with one endpoint in A whihis good for u and v. Clearly, both a and b are below �, if it exists, and in either A, A0 orL� TLL � BRL �BLL. By the de�nition of �, neither a nor b is a defet with respet to Cin TRL. Then, by Lemma 9.5, neither a nor b is a defet with respet to C. Lemma 9.6 thengives the required ontradition. 2Reall that we are looking for witnesses with at least one endpoint in A (see beginning ofCase 3). There are two ases next, depending upon the existene of �. First, suppose � doesnot exist. By Lemma 9.9, for no u; v 2 V 0 is there a witness whih has an endpoint in A and isgood for u; v. Nothing further needs to be done in this ase. Seond, suppose � exists. The setof surviving vetors in V 0 is partitioned into two lasses. The �rst lass ontains those vetorsv suh that � is aligned with or below dv. The seond lass ontains those vetors v suhthat � is above dv. In subsequent steps, we show how witnesses in L, if any, are found for allvetors in the �rst lass. Thus only vetors in the seond lass survive these steps. By Lemma9.9, for vetors u; v in the seond lass, there is no witness good for u; v with an endpoint inA; this aomplishes our goal. 35



De�nition. The rest of Step 1.4 assumes that � exists. V 0 is now rede�ned to ontain onlythose surviving vetors v 2 V suh that � is aligned with or below dv. Vdif is also rede�nedto be the set of all Quad I and Quad II di�erene vetors of the vetors in V 0. By Lemma 9.8,V 0 has the property that if u; v 2 V 0 and v � u is a Quad II vetor then (� � v + u; �) is agood witness for u and v.Step 1.4b. Witnesses will be found for all but at most minfb ri16; b j16g of the vetors inV 0 in this step. Further, if u; v 2 V 0 survive where rl(v) � rl(u), v � u is a non-horizontalnon-vertial Quad I vetor. The total work done in this step is O(jq0j) = O(jEj) and the totaltime taken is O(log logm).First, all rows of q0 are proessed in parallel. Consider row r. All v 2 V 0 whih fall in rare onsidered. In O(log logm) time and O(jrj) work, witnesses are found for all but one ofthese vetors by duelling amongst them. This is done using a proedure similar to the oneused in Substep B.1. Only one vetor whih falls in r survives beause for any two vetorsu; v 2 V 0 whih fall in r with l(v) > l(u), v�u is horizontal and hene a Quad II vetor andby Lemma 9.8, a witness for v � u whih is good for u and v was found in Step 1.4a.Seond, all olumns of q0 are proessed in parallel in a similar manner. Consider olumn. All v 2 V 0 whih fall in  are onsidered. In O(log logm) time and O(jj) work, witnessesare found for all but one of these vetors by duelling amongst them.Finally, all pairs of surviving vetors in V 0 are duelled. Sine at most one vetor falls ineah row and olumn of q0, the number of pairs and hene the work done is O(jq0j) = O(jEj).Reall from Step 1.4a that for any partiular pair u; v, if v � u is a Quad II vetor, then awitness for v � u whih is good for u and v is known. u and v are duelled using this witnessin O(1) time.Step 1.4. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 in this step. Followingthis step, there will be at most minfb ri16; b j16g distint di�erene vetors for the survivingvetors in V 0. This is aomplished in O(1) time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj) work in two steps.First, all di�erene vetors w 2 Vdif suh that v � u = w are proessed in parallel, whereu; v are surviving vetors in V 0 and rl(v) > rl(u). By Step 1.4b, these di�erene vetors arenon-horizontal non-vertial Quad I vetors. Sine at most one surviving vetor in V 0 falls ineah row and eah olumn of q0, there are at most O(jq0j) suh vetors w. Witnesses are foundfor some of these vetors in this step in O(1) time and O(jq0j) work using the proedure impliedby Lemma 9.10. Further, as shown in Lemma 9.10, the witness found for vetor w = v � u isgood for u and v.Seond, all pairs of surviving vetors in V 0 are duelled using the witnesses omputed abovein O(1) time and O(jq0j) work. By Lemma 9.10, if u; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u), survive then�� (v� u) is both an l-defet and a b-defet in G; in addition, sine v� u is a non-horizontalnon-vertial Quad I vetor by Step 1.4b, l(v) > l(u). It follows that among the di�erenevetors of the surviving vetors in V 0, there is at most one vetor for eah row length less thanb ri16 and at most one vetor for eah olumn length less than b j16. Therefore, there are atmost minfb ri16; b j16g distint di�erene vetors of the surviving vetors in V 0.Lemma 9.10 Suppose that u and v are surviving vetors in V 0 with rl(v) > rl(u). Letw = v� u. ��w is in the region of u and in G. Further, if ��w is not both an l-defet anda b-defet in G then either (�; � � w), (�l; �l + w), or (�b; �b + w) is a witness for w, where�l is the l-defet in G in the row ontaining �� w and �b is the b-defet in G in the olumnontaining �� w. 36



Proof. Reall that � 2 A [ TRL and that, by Step 1.4a, du; dv are aligned with or above�. Clearly, du is aligned with or above � � w. Moreover, sine l(w) < j16 , � � w 2 G andtherefore, du is to the left of �� w. It follows that �� w is in the region of u.If � � w is not a defet, the lemma follows from Lemma 9.6. Suppose � � w is a defetbut not both an l-defet and a b-defet in G. We onsider only the ase when ��w is not anl-defet in G and show that �l +w is not a defet in this ase. In the ase when �� w is nota b-defet, a similar argument shows that �b + w is not a defet. In both ases, the lemmafollows from Lemma 9.6.Suppose for a ontradition that �l + w is a defet. As shown earlier, � � w 2 G. Sine��w is a defet, by Lemma 9.7, ��w 2 A [ TRL and therefore �l 2 A [ TRL. Sine w is aQuad I vetor, the length of w implies that �l+w 2 A[L�TLL�BRL�BLL. Sine �l+wis a defet, �l + w 2 A [ TRL by Lemma 9.5. Further �l is to the left of �� w and therefore�l + w is to the left of �. This ontradits the fat that � is the bottommost leftmost defetin A [ TRL. 2De�nition. For a vetor v 2 V 0, let Gv be the portion of G aligned with or below dv.Let V̂dif to be the set of vetors w suh that w = v�u for some surviving vetors u; v 2 V 0with rl(v) > rl(u). Note that jV̂dif j � minfb ri16; b j16g and that all vetors in V̂dif are non-horizontal, non-vertial Quad I vetors by Step 1.4b.A Quad I vetor w is said to be strongly l-onsistent in a sub-blok X of E if for all l-defets 2 X,  + w is either an l-defet in X, a defet in E outside X, or outside E and  � w iseither an l-defet in X or outside X.Step 1.4d. Witnesses are found for some of the surviving vetors in V 0 is this step. If vetorsu; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u), survive this step then the vetor w = v � u is strongly l-onsistent inGu. This is done in two stages.First, all vetors in V̂dif are proessed in parallel. Consider vetor w 2 V̂dif . Of all witnessesfor w, if any, with one endpoint being a l-defet in G, the witness with the bottommost headis found (with ties broken arbitrarily). Let (�w; �w +w) denote this witness. This takes O(1)time and O(ri) work per vetor in V̂dif . Sine jV̂dif j � minfb ri16; b j16g, the total work done isO(jEj).Seond, all pairs of vetors u; v 2 V 0 with rl(v) > rl(u) are proessed in parallel in O(1)time and O(jq0j) = O(jEj) work. If a good witness for u and v was omputed in the �rst stagethen u and v are duelled using this witness.Lemma 9.11 holds after this stage. Step 1.4d takes O(1) time and does O(jEj) work, aslaimed.Lemma 9.11 If u; v 2 V 0, rl(v) > rl(u), survive Step 1.4d then w = v � u is stronglyl-onsistent in Gu.Proof. Reall from Step 1.4b that w is a Quad I vetor. Suppose for a ontradition that w isnot strongly l-onsistent in Gu, i.e., there exists an l-defet  in Gu suh that either �w 2 Gubut is not an l-defet or  + w is in Gu but not an l-defet or  + w is in E � Gu but not adefet. We onsider eah ase in turn. In eah ase, we show that for some l-defet Æ 2 Gu, Æis one endpoint of a witness (a; b) for w whih is good for u; v. It follows that �w exists (see�rst stage of Step 1.4d). and is aligned with or below a. Sine �w 2 G, �w is to the right ofq0. It follows that �w is in the region of u and therefore, (�w; �w + w) is good for u and v.37



Therefore, u and v would have been duelled using this witness in the seond stage of Step 1.4dand one of u; v would have been eliminated, a ontradition.First, suppose  � w 2 Gu but is not an l-defet. If  �w is a non-defet then by Lemma9.6, ( �w; ) is a witness for w whih is good for u and v. If  �w is a defet, then let Æ bethe l-defet in Gu in the row ontaining  � w. Clearly, Æ + w is a non-defet in Gu and byLemma 9.6, (Æ; Æ + w) is a witness for w whih is good for u and v.Seond, suppose  + w 2 Gu is not an l-defet. If  + w is a non-defet then by Lemma9.6, (;  + w) is a witness for w whih is good for u and v. If  + w is a defet then let Æ bethe l-defet in Gu in the row ontaining +w. Sine, by Lemma 9.7, there are no defets withrespet to C in the left 4b j16 olumns of G, Æ is to the right of these olumns and therefore,Æ �w 2 Gu. Clearly, Æ �w is a non-defet and by Lemma 9.6, (Æ �w; Æ) is a witness whih isgood for u and v.Third, suppose  + w is a non-defet in E � Gu. By Lemma 9.6, (;  + w) is a witnesswhih is good for u and v. 2Step 1.4e. Witnesses with heads in G, if any, are found for all surviving vetors in V 0 inO(log logm) time and O(jEj) work. Lemma 9.13 shows that if u; v 2 V 0 survive this step thenthere is no witness with an endpoint in A whih is good for u and v.Step 1.4e is performed as follows. Consider the row partition of G (see Setion 5 forde�nition of row partition). A vetor v 2 V 0 is said to fall in segment k of G if the row ofE ontaining dv passes through segment k in G. All O(log ri) segments of G are proessedin parallel. Consider the kth segment. Let V 00 be the set of surviving vetors v 2 V 0 whihfall in this segment. By Lemma 9.12, all di�erene vetors of vetors in V 00 are parallel. Notethat any witness (a; b) for v 2 V 00 has the property that if b 2 G then b 2 K \ G, where Komprises those rows of E whose portions in G omprise the kth segment and the kth row setin G. Line(V 00;K; p) is used to �nd witness with heads in K, if any, for vetors in V 00 (seeSetion 2 for the de�nition of Line). This takes O(log logm) time and O(jKj) work. Thus,the work done over all segments is O(jEj). This ompletes Step 1.4e.Lemma 9.12 If surviving vetors u; v; w 2 V 0 fall in the kth segment, rl(u) < rl(v) < rl(w),then v � u and w � v are parallel.Proof. Reall that rl(v � u) + rl(w � v) < b ri16 and l(v � u) + l(w � v) < b j16.By Lemma 9.11, v� u and w� v are strongly l-onsistent in Gu and Gv , respetively. LetR be the sub-blok omprising the rows of the kth row set. Sine R � Gu; Gv , both v� u andw � v are strongly l-onsistent in R. Suppose for a ontradition that v � u and w � v arenon-parallel.By Step 1.4b, v�u and w�v are both Quad I vetors. Note that R has at least rl(v�u)+rl(w�v)+1 rows and at least 6b j16 � 6(l(v�u)+l(w�v)+1) olumns. Let e be the topmostpoint in the 2b j16th olumn from left in R. Let C 0 be the ell in the (v�u;w�v)-lattie withrespet to e bounded by the points e; e + v � u; e + w � v; e + w � u. Sine v � u and w � vare Quad I vetors, the sizes of v � u and w � v imply that C 0 is ompletely ontained in theright half of the left 4b j16 olumns of R. By Lemma 9.7, there are no defets with respet toC in C 0. In addition, all points in C 0 are outside the right and left b j16 > l(v�u)+ l(w� v)olumns of R. Therefore, all points in C 0 are in goodR(v � u;w � v). By Lemma 6.4 (withR;E; v� u;w� v; C;C 0 replaing A;A0; v; w;C 0; C, respetively), all l-defets in R are outsidegoodR(v � u;w � v). Sine � is in the bottommost row of R and, by Lemma 9.7, to the rightof the left 4b j16 olumns of R, � is in goodR(v � u;w � v). This is a ontradition. 238



Lemma 9.13 Let u; v be vetors in V 0 whih survive Step 1.4d, with w = v�u, rl(v) > rl(u).Suppose there is a witness (a; b) for w whih is good for u and v and has an endpoint in A.Either u or v has a witness with head in G.Proof. It suÆes to show that both a and b are in G. Reall that rl(w) < b ri16 and l(w) <b j16. In addition, by Lemma 9.6, at least one of a; b must be a defet.First, suppose for a ontradition that a 2 G and b 62 G. Sine w is a Quad I vetor, bmust be below G. The size of w implies that b 2 A[A0[ (L�TLL�BRL�BLL). By Lemma9.5 and the de�nition of �, b is not a defet. Then a must be a defet. Let h be the l-defet inG in the row ontaining a. As in the ase of b, h+ w an be shown to be a non-defet belowG. It follows that w is not strongly l-onsistent in G, whih ontradits Lemma 9.11.Seond, suppose for a ontradition that b 2 G and a 62 G. Sine (a; b) is good for u and v,a is below du and hene below dvr . Sine w is a Quad I vetor, a must be to the left of G. Thesize of w implies that b is in the left b j16 olumns of G. Then (a; b) 2 Uvr whih ontraditsLemma 9.1.Finally, suppose for a ontradition that neither a nor b is in G. Sine either a or b is in Aand w is a Quad I vetor, the size of w implies that a; b 2 A[A0 [ (L� TLL �BRL �BLL).By Lemma 9.5 and the de�nition of �, neither a nor b is a defet, whih ontradits Lemma9.6. 2We onlude with the following theorem.Theorem 9.14 There exists a CRCW-PRAM algorithm whih �nds witnesses for all non-period Quad I and Quad II vetors of an m1 �m2 pattern in O(log logm) running time anddoes O(m1 �m2) work, where m = maxfm1;m2g.Referenes[AB92℄ A. Amir, G. Benson. Two dimensional periodiity in retangular arrays. Pro. of the3rd ACM-SIAM Symposium on Disrete Algorithms, 1992, pp. 440{452.[ABF92℄ A. Amir, G. Benson, M. Farah. Alphabet independent two dimensional mathing.Pro. of the 24th ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, 1992, pp. 59{68.[ABF93℄ A. Amir, G. Benson, M. Farah. Optimal parallel two dimensional pattern mathing.Pro. of the 5th ACM Symposium on Parallel Algorithms and Arhitetures, 1993,pp. 79-85.[ABG92℄ A. Apostolio, D. Breslauer and Z. Galil. Optimal parallel algorithms for periods,palindromes and squares. Pro. of the 19th International Colloquium on Automata,Languages and Programming, Leture Notes in Computer Siene, Vol. 623, 1992,pp. 296{307.[Ba78℄ T. J. Baker. A tehnique for extending rapid exat-math string mathing to arraysof more than one dimension. SIAM Journal on Computing, Vol. 7, 1978, pp. 533{541.[Bi77℄ R. S. Bird. Two dimensional pattern mathing. Information Proessing Letters, Vol.6, No. 5, 1977, pp. 168{170. 39
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Figure 15: The lines l and l0.Appendix IThe Proedure Line(V,R,R'). Reall that R;R0 are a sub-bloks of p, R is a sub-blokof R0, and V is some subset of the set of Quad I vetors (Quad II vetors, respetively) withthe following property: all the di�erene vetors of vetors in V are parallel to some Quad Ivetor (Quad II vetor, respetively). V satis�es the additional property that all vetors in Vhave heads at loations in R when their tails are at the top left orner of R0. Line(V;R;R0)�nds witnesses with heads in R and tails in R0, if any, for vetors in V in O(log logm) timeand O(jRj) work. We desribe only the Quad I ase, i.e., the ase when vetors in V as wellas their di�erene vetors are Quad I vetors. The Quad II ase is similar.Let v be the vetor in V with the smallest row length (with ties broken in favour of thevetor with the smallest olumn length). Reall that all di�erene vetors of vetors in V areparallel. R is partitioned into lines parallel to these di�erene vetors. All these lines areproessed in parallel.Consider one suh line g and let l be the portion of this line with the property that forall points x 2 l, x � v 2 R0 (see Fig.15). Let e be the leftmost topmost point in l. Let f bethe rightmost bottommost point in l. Sine all vetors in V and their di�erene vetors areQuad I vetors and sine vetors in V have heads in R when their tails are at the topmostleftmost orner of R0, any witness for a vetor in V with head at a harater in g and tail at aharater in R0 has its head between e and f (both inlusive) in l (see Fig.15). Let l0 denotethe line in R0 suh that x 2 l0 if and only if x+ v 2 l. Clearly, jlj = jl0j. Witnesses for vetorsin V with heads at loations in l (i.e., tails at loations in l0) are found in O(log logm) timeand O(jlj+ jl0j) work. The total work done over all lines g in R is learly O(jRj).Let s1 denote the string omprising, from left to right, the haraters in l0 between (and41



inluding) e�v and f�v. Let s2 denote the string omprising, from left to right, the haratersin l between (and inluding) e and f . Note that both s1 and s2 have the same length. Let sbe the string obtained by onatenating s1 and s2. Let the haraters in s be indexed from 0to jsj � 1. Clearly, eah harater x between e and f in l and between e� v and f � v in l0 isassoiated with an unique harater in s; let ix denote the index of this harater in s.Using the string witness omputation algorithm [BG90, ABG92℄, for eah i, js1j � i �jsj � 1, an index j, if any, suh that s[j℄ 6� s[j � i℄ is found in O(log logm) time and O(jsj)work. We all j a witness-index of i. It an be easily seen that (; d),  2 l0; d 2 l, is a witnessfor w if and only if id is a witness-index of js1j+ rl(w)� rl(v).Substep B.1. Consider the set S of valid Quad I vetors whih fall in the same row r. Weshow how Substep B.1 is performed for this row in O(log logm) time and O(m) work.We assoiate eah vetor in S with the harater upon whih its head falls when its tail isat the top left orner of p0; suh a harater is alled a soure. A soure survives if a witnesshas not been found for the vetor to whih it orresponds; otherwise, it is said to have beeneliminated.We desribe the algorithm for Step B next. In this algorithm, row r will be partitioned intosubrows; a subrow is said to have been proessed if all surviving soures in that subrow areonsistent, i.e., if soures a; b in that subrow survive then the vetor b� a (the vetor joininga to b) does not have a witness in p0.First, r is partitioned into disjoint subrows of size e = dlog logme. Eah subrow is proessedsequentially by a single proessor in O(log logm) time. Consider a partiular subrow sr. Thesoures s1; s2; : : : ; sk (in order from left to right) in sr are onsidered sequentially in order,where k � e. When soure si is reahed, all surviving soures to the left of si are onsistent.The vetor assoiated with si is then duelled with eah of the vetors assoiated with thesoures to the left of si whih still survive in right to left order; this is done until either si iseliminated or all soures to the left of si are eliminated or si is found to be onsistent withsome surviving soure to its left. At this point, either si has been eliminated or all survivingsoures to the left of si are onsistent with si. si+1 is onsidered next. This proess ontinuesuntil sk has been onsidered.Next, a reursive divide-and-onquer algorithm is used. There are O(log logm) levels ofreursion; eah level of reursion takes O(1) time and does O(me ) = O( mlog logm ) work. At theith level of reursion, 1 � i � log logm, r is partitioned into disjoint subrows of size at mostd(me ) 12i�1 e� e; these subrows are alled i-subrows. The size of the subrows at the deepest levelof reursion is at most e.We maintain the invariant that after the ith level of reursion, all soures in eah i-subroware onsistent. Consider the ith level of reursion. If this is the deepest level of reursion,i.e., i-subrows have size at most e, then all soures in eah i-subrow are onsistent. Assumethat this is not the deepest level of reursion. Let sr be an i-subrow. All pairs of distint(i+1)-subrows whih overlap sr are proessed in parallel in O(1) time and O(1) work per pair.Sine there are O( m(me ) 12i�1 �e) i-subrows and eah i-subrow has O((me ) 12i ) (i+ 1)-subrows, thetotal work done in the ith level of reursion is O(me ) as laimed.It remains to desribe how soures in a pair of distint (i + 1)-subrows in sr are madeonsistent in O(1) time and work. If both subrows have at most one surviving soure, thenthe vetors assoiated with the two soures are duelled. Otherwise, suppose that at least oneof the subrows has two surviving soures. Then p0 must have a valid horizontal period vetor,42
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Figure 16: Col-marks and row-marks in Step 1a when X is a fringe; a; b; ; d are soures.v say; therefore p0 is r-oriented. The vetor va assoiated with an arbitrary soure a in the�rst subrow is duelled with the vetor vb assoiated with an arbitrary soure b in the seondsubrow as follows.If vb � va has no witness in p0 then all soures in the �rst subrow are onsistent will allsoures in the seond subrow. Otherwise, suppose vb � va has a witness in p0. By Lemma 3.1,there is a witness (e; f) for vb� va in the middle 14th fration of the olumns of p0. Reall thatthe vetors in onsideration have row length less than m018 and olumn length less than m028 .This implies that if e+vb 2 p0 then e+v 2 p0 for all vetors v assoiated with surviving souresin the two subrows, and likewise for e�va. In addition, this implies that either e�va or e+vbis in p0. Witness (e; f) is used to duel va and vb by omparing e with either e� va or e+ vb,whihever is in p0. Suppose that e�va 2 p0. If e�va 6� e then (e�v; e) is a witness in p0 for allvetors v assoiated with surviving soures in the �rst subrow. Otherwise, if e � va � e thene � e� va � f � vb 6� f and therefore (f � v; f) is a witness in p0 for all vetors v assoiatedwith surviving soures in the seond subrow. The ase when e+ vb 2 p0 is handled similarly.The Proedure Verify(X,Y,V). Reall that X and Y are both identially sized retangularsub-bloks of p or fringes of p0 with X = Y , and V is a subset of the loations in X with thefollowing property: for all a; b 2 V , opies of Y plaed with the top left orner at a and bmath eah other wherever they both overlap X. In addition, when X is a fringe of p0, allloations in V are stritly above and to the left of the region p0 �X.Let Ya denote the opy of Y plaed with top left orner at a. For eah a 2 V , this proeduredetermines a loation bada 2 X, if any, where Ya mismathes X. We show how this proedureis performed in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.A soure is de�ned to be a loation in V . Imagine opies of the Y plaed with top leftorners at the various soures.There are three steps, Steps 1{3. 43



Step 1. In this step, eah loation e in X is marked with a soure a, if any, with the propertythat Ya overlaps e. There are two stages in this step. Lemma 9.15 shows the orretness ofthis step.Step 1.a. Two kinds of marking, alled row-marking and ol-marking, are performed in thisstep (see Fig.16). Eah loation in X whih has a soure on or above it in the same olumn isol-marked with the uppermost soure in its olumn. Similarly, eah loation in X whih hasa soure on or to its left in the same row is row-marked with the leftmost soure in its row.This is aomplished easily in O(1) time and O(jXj) work using the algorithm of [FRW88℄.Step 1.b. In eah row of X, the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations are determinedin O(1) time and O(jXj) work using the algorithm of [FRW88℄ for eah row. In eah olumnof X, the topmost and bottommost row-marked loations are determined in O(1) time andO(jXj) work.Step 1.. Eah loation e 2 X is proessed in parallel in O(1) time and work as follows.Let e be in row row and olumn ol (see Fig.16). Let a and b be the soures with whih theleftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations in row, if any, are ol-marked. Let  and d bethe soures with whih the topmost and bottommost row-marked loations in ol, if any, arerow-marked. If e is overlapped by one Ya; Yb; Y; Yd, then it is marked with the orrespondingsoure; otherwise, it is left unmarked.Lemma 9.15 If loation e 2 X is marked with soure g in Step 1. then Yg overlaps e. If eis left unmarked in Step 1. then for no soure g 2 V does Yg overlap e.Proof. The �rst part of the lemma is obvious. Consider the seond part. Suppose there is asoure g 2 V suh that Yg overlaps e. We show that e will be marked in this ase. Let e be inrow row and olumn ol of X.Let a and b be the soures with whih the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations inrow, if any, are ol-marked (see Fig.16). To see that a and b are de�ned though not neessarilydistint, onsider soure g. As all soures are above and to the left of p0 � X, all loationsbelow g in p0 whih are in the same olumn as g are ol-marked, though not neessarily withg. In partiular, the element in row row in the same olumn as g is ol-marked and thereforea and b are de�ned, though not neessarily distint.Clearly, g is in or between the olumns ontaining a and b. Further, e is in the same olumnas g or to its right. Sine some loation in row row is ol-marked with a, a is in or above rowrow. Therefore, e is in the same row as a or below it and in the same olumn as a or to itsright.It follows that if X is a sub-blok of p then Ya overlaps e and therefore e is marked in Step1..Next, suppose X is a fringe of p0. Let p0f denote the opy of p0 with top left orner atloation f 2 X. Let ef denote the loation in p0f , if any, whih overlaps e. From the aboveparagraph, it follows that ea is de�ned. Sine Yg overlaps e, eg is de�ned and eg 62 p0g � Yg.There are two ases to be onsidered next, depending upon whether eg is to the right or leftof p0g � Yg. The ases when eg is above or below p0g � Yg are shown similarly. We show thateither Ya or Yb overlaps e in eah ase and therefore, e is marked in Step 1..First, suppose eg is to the right of p0g � Yg. Sine a is to the left of e, ea is to the right ofp0a � Ya. Therefore, ea 62 p0a � Ya. Sine ea is de�ned, Ya overlaps e in this ase.44



Seond, suppose eg is to the left of p0g � Yg. There are two subases. First, suppose e iseither to the left of or above the top left orner h of the region p0 � X. Clearly, p0a � Ya isentirely below and to the right of h and therefore ea 62 p0a�Ya. Sine ea is de�ned, Ya overlapse in this ase. Seond, suppose e is below and to the right of h. Then sine b is above and tothe left of e, eb is de�ned. Sine b is aligned with or to the right of g and sine eg is to the leftof p0g � Yg, eb is to the left of p0b � Yb. Therefore, Yb overlaps e in this ase. 2Step 2. Eah harater e in X marked with some soure a is ompared with the harater inYa whih overlaps e.A loation in X whih mismathes in Step 2 is alled a bad loation.Step 3. In this step, eah soure e is marked with a bad loation, if any, overlapped by Ye.Thus, after Step 3, for every soure e, a loation bade 2 X, if any, suh that the harateroverlapping bade in Ye di�ers from the harater at bade is determined. This step is similar toStep 1. All marks made in Step 1 are erased before Step 3 begins.Step 3.a. Two kinds of marking, alled row-marking and ol-marking, are performed in thisstep. Eah loation in X with a bad loation on or below it in the same olumn is ol-markedwith the lowermost bad loation in its olumn. Similarly, eah loation in X with a badloation on or to its right in the same row is row-marked with the rightmost bad loation inits row. This is aomplished easily in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.Step 3.b. In eah row of X, the leftmost and rightmost ol-marked loations are determinedin O(1) time and O(jXj) work. In eah olumn of X, the topmost and bottommost row-markedloations are determined in O(1) time and O(jXj) work.Step 3.. Eah soure e 2 V is proessed in parallel in O(1) time and work as follows. Let ebe in row row and olumn ol. Let a and b be the bad loations with whih the leftmost andrightmost ol-marked loations in row, if any, are ol-marked. Let  and d be the bad loationswith whih the topmost and bottommost row-marked loations in ol, if any, are row-marked.If Ye overlaps one of a; b; ; d then it is marked with the orresponding bad harater, andotherwise, it is left unmarked.Lemma 9.16 states the orretness of Step 3. Its proof is similar to the proof of Lemma9.15.Lemma 9.16 If soure e 2 V is marked with bad loation g 2 X in Step 3. then Ye overlapsg. If e is left unmarked in Step 3. then for no bad loation g 2 X does Ye overlap g.
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Appendix II: A New Periodiity PropertyIn this setion, we desribe a new periodiity property of two dimensional patterns. Thisproperty appeared impliitly in Lemmas 3.4 and Lemma 9.12 and played a key role in thealgorithm desribed in this paper. Sine this property is of independent interest and may wellbe useful in other algorithms, we desribe it expliitly here.De�nitions. In this setion we will onsider only vetors whih have row length less than m18and olumn length less than m28 . The term valid vetor is rede�ned to denote vetors whoselengths are onstrained as above. For the purpose of this setion, a soure is de�ned to be apoint in p on whih the head of some valid period vetor of p lies when its tail is at the topleft orner of p.Amir and Benson [AB92℄ introdued the following lassi�ation whih was subsequentlyre�ned by Galil and Park [GP92, GP93℄. p is lassi�ed into one of the following four ategories,depending upon the nature of its period vetors.Non-Periodi: p has no valid period vetors.Lattie-Periodi: p has a valid Quad I and a valid Quad II period vetor.Radiant-Periodi: All valid period vetors of p are either Quad I vetors or Quad II vetors;further, some two valid period vetors are non-parallel.Line-Periodi: All valid period vetors of p are either Quad I vetors or Quad II vetors;further they are all parallel.The new property we obtain onerns the distribution of soures in the Radiant-Periodiase. Suppose p is Radiant-Periodi. Without loss of generality, assume that all valid periodvetors are Quad I vetors.De�nitions. Let w1; w2 denote any two non-parallel valid period vetors of p. Let U denotethe top left orner sub-blok of p of size dm12 e � dm22 e. Let A be the top left orner sub-blokof p of size dm18 e � dm28 e. Clearly, all soures are in A. For any point x in A, let TL(x) andBR(x) be maximal sub-bloks of A de�ned as follows. Points in TL(x) are vertially alignedwith or above x and horizontally aligned with or to the left of x. Points in BR(x) are stritlybelow and to the right of x. Note that if x is the bottom left orner of A then BR(x) is empty.The following property follows from Lemma 8 in [GP93℄.Lemma 9.17 [Galil,Park [GP93℄℄ There exists a valid Quad I vetor v1 and a valid QuadII vetor v2 satisfying the following properties. v1 and v2 are period vetors of U . In addition,a valid vetor is a period vetor of U if and only if it is a linear ombination of v1; v2. Itfollows that point x 2 A is a soure only if x is a (v1; v2)-lattie point with respet to the topleft orner of p.We show the following lemma.Lemma 9.18 [\Cat with a Broken Tail" Lemma℄ There exist points x; y (not neessarilydistint) in A with the following properties (see Fig.153).(1) y � x is a Quad I vetor.(2) All soures are in TL(x) [BR(y).3Dotted lines in the boundary of p signify the fat that the �gure is not to sale.46
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Figure 18: GD, GE , x and y.(3) Point z in BR(y) is a soure if and only if z is a (v1; v2)-lattie point with respet to thetop left orner of p.(4) Soures in TL(x), if any, appear on a pieewise linear urve onsisting of O(logm) straightline segments. More preisely, one of the following is true:(a) all soures whih lie in the same segment of the row partition of the rows of p intersetingTL(x) are ollinear (reall the de�nition of row partition from Setion 5).(b) all soures whih lie in the same segment of the olumn partition of the olumns of pinterseting TL(x) are ollinear (with olumn partition de�ned analogous to row partition).The rest of this setion is devoted to the proof of Lemma 9.18.De�nitions. Let D be the dm14 e � dm24 e sized sub-blok of p with the same top right orneras p. Let E be the dm14 e � dm24 e sized sub-blok of p with the same bottom left orner as p.Consider the (v1; v2)-lattie with respet to the enter e of the leftmost olumn in U (with tiesfor the enter broken in favour of the lower andidate) and let C denote the ell bounded bye; e+ v1; e+ v2; e+ v1 + v2.Lemma 9.19 follows from Lemma 12 in [GP93℄.Lemma 9.19 [Galil,Park [GP93℄℄ All defets in p with respet to C are in D and E.Lemma 9.20 Let v be a valid vetor whih is a linear ombination of v1; v2. Let z; z0 be pointsin p suh that z0 = z + v. If exatly one of z; z0 is a defet with respet to C then z 6� z0, i.e.,(z; z0) is a witness for v. If neither z nor z0 is a defet with respet to C then z � z, i.e.,(z; z0) is not a witness for v. 48



Proof. Consider U 0, the maximal sub-blok of p�D �E with the same top left orner as p.v must be a period vetor of U 0, beause if v has a witness (; d) in U 0 then either  or d mustbe a defet with respet to C, a ontradition to Lemma 9.19. Clearly, for all points x 2 C,x; x + v 2 U 0. By Lemma 9.19, it follows that C is safe for v in U 0. The lemma follows fromCorollary 6.6 with U 0; p; z; z0 replaing A;A0; x; y, respetively. 2Corollary 9.21 Either D or E has a defet with respet to C.Proof. By Lemma 9.20 and the fat that v2 is not a period vetor of p (reall that all validperiod vetors of p are Quad I vetors), p has a defet with respet to C. The orollary followsfrom Lemma 9.19. 2De�nitions. Let rD; D be the smallest numbers suh that all defets in D are ontained inthe top rD rows and rightmost D olumns of D. Note that rD = D = 0 if there are no defetsin D. Similarly, let rE ; E be the smallest numbers suh that all defets in E are ontainedin the bottommost rE rows and leftmost E olumns of D. Note that by Corollary 9.21, ifrD = D = 0 then rE 6= 0; E 6= 0 and vie versa.Let GD be the top left orner sub-blok of p of size rD� D. Let GE be the top left ornersub-blok of p of size rE � E (see Fig.164). Let H be the smallest top left orner sub-blok ofp whih enloses both GD; GE . Let H 0 be the largest top left orner sub-blok of p ontainingonly points in GD [ GE . Reall Lemma 9.18. y is de�ned to be the bottom right orner ofH \A. x is de�ned to be the bottom right orner of H 0 \A. Clearly, y� x is a Quad I vetorand the �rst part of Lemma 9.18 follows.Lemma 9.22 along with Lemma 9.17 shows the third part of Lemma 9.18. Lemma 9.23shows the seond part of Lemma 9.18. To show the fourth part of Lemma 9.18, assume withoutloss of generality that rD � rE (ases (a) and (b) in Fig.16). Then Lemma 9.24 shows part4a of Lemma 9.18. If rD < rE, a proof analogous to the one in Lemma 9.24 shows part 4b ofLemma 9.18.De�nitions. We rede�ne the term fall as follows in this setion. We say that a vetor v fallsin some sub-blok of p if its head is in that sub-blok when its tail is at the top left orner ofp.Lemma 9.22 Suppose valid vetor v is a period vetor of U and falls in BR(y). Then v is aperiod vetor of p.Proof. Sine v falls in BR(y), v is a Quad I vetor. Further, rl(v) � maxfrD; rEg andl(v) � maxfD; Eg. By Lemma 9.17, v is a linear ombination of v1; v2. When one endpointof v is at a defet in either D or E, the other endpoint is outside p. From Lemma 9.20, itfollows that v has no witnesses in p. 2Lemma 9.23 No valid period vetor of p falls in A� TL(x)�BR(y).Proof. Consider a valid period vetor v of p. Suppose for a ontradition that v falls inA� TL(x)�BR(y). Then one of the following is true.1. rl(v) < rD and l(v) � D.4Dotted lines in the boundary of p signify the fat that the �gure is not to sale.49



2. rl(v) � rD and l(v) < D.3. rl(v) < rE and l(v) � E .4. rl(v) � rE and l(v) < E .We onsider the �rst ase. The other ases are handled similarly.Reall that v is a Quad I vetor and that, by Lemma 9.17, it is a linear ombination ofv1; v2. Sine rl(v) � 0, rD > 0 and therefore, D has a defet. Let z be a b-defet in D. Sinerl(v) < rD and l(v) � D, z � v is in p and a non-defet. By Lemma 9.20, (z � v; z) is awitness for v, a ontradition. 2Lemma 9.24 Suppose that rD � rE. Consider the row partition of those rows of p whihinterset with TL(x). Let u; v; w be valid period vetors of p. Suppose, without loss of generalitythat(a) rl(w) � rl(v) � rl(u),(b) if rl(w) = rl(v) then l(w) > l(v), and() if rl(v) = rl(u) then l(v) > l(u).If u; v; w fall in the jth segment of the this row partition then w � v and v � u are parallelQuad I vetors.Proof. Sine rD � rE and sine one of D;E ontains a defet with respet to C, rD > 0 andD ontains a defet with respet to C. It follows from the de�nition of rD that the rDth rowof p ontains a defet with respet to C in D; let z be one suh defet.Let k be the number of rows in the jth segment. Let sub-blok B denote the intersetionof the bottommost k of the top rD rows of p and the rightmost d7m28 e olumns of p. Clearly,B is ompletely below the jth segment and z lies in B. Further, z�w; z� v; z�u are all in p.First, we laim that w� v and v�u are Quad I vetors. We show this for w� v; the prooffor v�u is similar. By Lemma 9.17, w; v and therefore w�v are linear ombinations of v1; v2.If w � v is not a Quad I vetor (i.e., v � w is a non-horizontal non-vertial Quad II vetor)then z+(w� v) is a non-defet with respet to C. By Lemma 9.20, (z; z+w� v) is a witnessfor w � v. Then either (z; z � v) is a witness for v or (z � v; z + w � v) is a witness for w, aontradition.Seond, we laim that w�v and v�u are period vetors of B. Suppose for a ontraditionthat w � v is not a period vetor of B. Let (; d) be a witness for w � v in B. Sine w; v areQuad I vetors whih fall in the jth segment and B does not interset with the leftmost bm28 olumns of p,  � v is in p and therefore, either ( � v; ) is a witness for v or (d � w; d) is awitness for w, a ontradition. A similar proof shows that v � u is a period vetor of B.Finally, suppose for a ontradition that w� v and v�u are not parallel. Note that B hasat least rl(w � v) + rl(v � u) + 1 rows and d7m28 e olumns. Further, z is in the bottommostrow of B but not in the leftmost l(w � v) + l(v � u) � 1 olumns of B; it follows that z isin goodB(w � v; v � u). Consider the (w � v; v � u)-lattie with respet to z. The sizes ofB;D;w�v; v�u imply that there is a lattie point b in B�D whih is in goodB(w�v; v�u).By Lemma 6.1, there is a (w� v; v�u)-lattie path ompletely ontained in B between z andb. Sine w � v; v � u are linear ombinations of v1; v2 and period vetors of B, it follows thatb is a defet with respet to C in p�D �E, a ontradition to Lemma 9.19. 250
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Figure 19: s; s0 and p; t.Appendix III: A lower bound for mathing squaresWe give a simple many-one redution from string mathing to the problem of mathing asquare pattern against a square text. More preisely, we redue the problem of mathing alength m2 pattern string against a length 2m2 � 1 text string to the problem of mathing asize m�m 2D pattern against a size 2m� 2m 2D text. It follows from [BG91℄ that the latterproblem requires 
(log logm) rounds of harater omparisons with O(m2) proessors.Let s be the pattern string of length m2 and let s0 be the text string of length 2m2 � 1.Let the haraters in eah string be indexed from 0 onwards. A 2D pattern p of size m �mis de�ned as follows: the ith row of p omprises the haraters im : : : im + m � 1 of s, fori = 0 : : : m� 1. A 2D text t of size 2m� 2m is de�ned as follows: the ith row of t omprisesthe haraters im : : : im + 2m � 1 of s0 for i = 0 : : : 2m � 2, and the bottommost row of tomprises the haraters (2m � 1)m: : : (2m � 1)m + m � 2 of s0 followed by some m + 1arbitrary haraters.Clearly, there is an ourrene of pattern s beginning at harater i in s0 if and only ifthere is an ourrene of pattern p with top left orner at harater j in row j0 of t, where0 � i � m2 � 1, j0 = b im, and j = i modm (see Fig.17). This ompletes the redution.
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